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The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment no one understands it better than Shannons.
When it comes to insurance for your special car, daily
drive, bike or your home, there’s only one person you
should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at Shannons. You
can even pay your premium monthly at no additional
cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS
CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer.
Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.
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Introducing the reborn Chrysler 300. With a bold new face, smooth handling and a luxurious interior with
7-airbags, a reverse camera and an 8.4-inch colour touchscreen, travel life’s journey in style and comfort.
The Chrysler 300 isn’t just for anyone. It’s for the driven. Discover more at adrianbrienjeep.com.au

Source

State Library of SA
Renewal SA
Street Machine
Gavin Farmer
Enquiries

Regular - $40.00 per year (& quarterly magazine)
Historic Registration - $50 per year (& quarterly magazine)

Club Mobile

0412 426 360
www.cccsa.net.au
facebook/
chryslercarclubofsa

RRP $20.00AUD

DISCLAIMER
Chrysler, Jeep®, Dodge and Mopar are registered trademarks of FCA LLC and are used with permission by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia.

Corner of 1305 South Rd & 1 Ayliffes Road, ST MARYS Phone 8374 5444
Rick McLoughlin - 0400 273 699 | Alan Anderson - 0451 972 212
adrianbrienjeep.com.au

Torqueback is not a commercial publication and is only published in good faith as a newsletter for a not-for-profit organisation.
The mention of companies, products or services, and the inclusion of advertisements in this magazine does not immediately
imply any automatic endorsement by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia or its editorial team. The CCCSA accepts no liability
for any misfortune or dissatisfaction resulting from any sponsor’s disservice, or any misleading information, errors or omissions herein.

LVD173. Chrysler is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC. AB1094

The opinions expressed in Torqueback are not necessarily the views of the CCCSA, only of the individual volunteer contributors.
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edItors

G’day, welcome to Adelaide. Welcome to Tonsley
Park. Welcome home.
Welcome to history and innovation.
And welcome to a very special EXTRA edition of
Torqueback – the official magazine of the Chrysler
Car Club of South Australia – that actually isn’t an
edition of Torqueback, as the title Back To Tonsley
suggests. Usually, Torqueback is only available to
members as part of their membership subscription,
but the CCCSA decided that we would produce this
souvenir magazine for All Chrysler Day as part of
the 2018 Adelaide Chrysler Festival weekend.
It’s a very unusual All Chrysler Day too. Rather
than a traditional carshow with trophy judging and
attractions, this is an open day – with free admission
for entrants, swapmeeters and spectators alike, to
come and go as they please. There’s no restrictions.
Three years ago everybody thought I was crazy
when I said at a monthly meeting “why don’t we
just have a more casual and open show with no
major organisation or infrastructure – more like
the MegaCruise.” Well, it seems I finally got my wish
(so I hope it works!). A lot of folks (including myself)
also initially doubted the dream of Hugh Mortimer
when he began lobbying for the CCCSA to hold All
Chrysler Day at Tonsley Park. But then after holding
a very successful Historic Registration Day there
in June as a trial, the momentum swung and really
gathered. You were right, Hugh. Thanks mate.
So 2018 is a unique one-off event, once in a lifetime.
The Tonsley Park precinct is about to evolve into a
new education and technology business district, so
soon the last fading signs of the giant factory where
many of our beloved Mopars were once made will
all but disappear. If you’re reading this now, you
probably realise this and the club is grateful and
honoured that you have come back to join us in
saying one last sweet goodbye. I hope you enjoy this
magazine as a keepsake of your own pilgrimage and
a record of your participation in this one big last party
back home. To celebrate the history that’s gone
before and hopefully the innovation to come.
It’s a weekend of both great happiness and pride,
mixed with sadness and regret. Chrysler folks have
already hurt when Mitsubishi closed Tonsley back
in 2006. But with the recent close of Holden’s in
October 2017, South Oz – indeed the whole country
– is reeling from the final and ultimate demise of the
automotive manufacturing industry.
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Part of our national identity has been lost. Our
country is one of few towns and cities with
enormous distances to travel between them...
yet our government shuts down our motor vehicle
industry? From one of just 13 countries in the
world capable of building a car from the ground
up, Australia’s 90-year history of assembling and
building autos has come to an abrupt end.
Australian car makers for decades have provided
large family cars built for the tough Aussie
conditions better than anyone else. And we have
loved them and turned them into street machines.
As Bob Kotmel said on the Street Machine
website back in March,
“If I had a magic wand that worked, I’d combine
both the Ford and Holden plants and bring out a
Folden. And if you threw Toyota into the mix and
combined the three plants it could be a Foldota.
I’d choose the best and most reliable components
from the three manufacturers and combine them
to make one large family sedan, ute, station wagon
and SUV. They would be budget-built standard
vehicles designed to be super-reliable, fuelefficient and low-maintenance to suit Australian
conditions. If you wanted more power or custom
paint or what have you, that would be available
from aftermarket providers, which would provide
jobs for mechanics and spray painters, etc.
I’d also take a leaf out of Harley-Davidson’s book and
ask the current employees for ideas and suggestions
on how to improve the plant or product, and give
them the opportunity to participate in the company
bonus scheme like Willie G did. It helped turn the
company around.”
Well, a single company would have a lean and
mean hierarchy. More muscle, less fat.
I’m not a politician or an economist, but I’m struggling
to get my head around the free trade deal that our
government has in place. Could the prime minister
have protected our car manufacturing industry with
tariffs instead of subsidising them with taxpayers’
money? Would introducing tax incentives to buy
and use locally built cars for business purposes,
like rental or taxi companies, have helped? Would
that have defended us against the cheaper “slave”
labour in developing Asian countries anyway?
All I know is it’s a bloody tragedy what’s happened
to our nation’s manufacturing sector. People can fire
off on social media or arc up over a beer, thinking

they know the secret to how this all happened –
but it really was death by a thousand cuts. Whether
you vote Labor or Liberal; it’s almost treason not to
have an Australian car manufacturer.
I’d hope and expect that most of our politicians get
elected with the intention of doing the best they can
for Australia. That they do want to make a difference
that provides us with a good place to live and a future
for our kids. But I think some lose sight of what’s
best for the country and get made to follow party
lines. And then they can only ever see as far as the
next election or their retirement after politics. These
short-sighted quick fixes are not the answer. Look at
power prices and the National Broadband Network.
Man, I don’t care whose fault it is. Just fix it. And
fix it properly!
So what can we do? Is there any hope for the future?
Well, you can tell me to get my hand off it, but
maybe the only thing we can do is hope that the
spirit of Tonsley will prevail. That this place will
somehow create some more other history and
innovation in the future.
It may be an electric driverless car. It might even be
a cure for cancer. Who knows. Anything...
Something. Once again.
If you think I’m too romantic, then why are you here?
Gotcha.
I’ll be the one in the grey hippo with a white roof.
Cheers,
Dave H
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More than likely this will be a one-off event as
the Tonsley District is rapidly filling with tenants.
That’s a reason to celebrate as a once thriving
factory will continue to exist as a manufacturing
and industry hub – yes we don’t make cars any
more, but take a look around while you are here
and see that it’s not all gloom and doom.
In staging this year’s Festival, the organising
committee faced logistical challenges and had
two major goals in mind – to utilise the space
at Tonsley and to make running the event as
simple as possible so that everyone might enjoy a
casual, social day.
Welcome to the 2018 Shannons Adelaide
Chrysler Festival, All Chrysler Day. Greetings to
those of you who have travelled from interstate to
join us on this weekend of celebrating our passion
for Chrysler products. Welcome to Adelaide and
Tonsley, we hope you enjoy your stay.

We challenged ourselves to think outside the
constraints of how All Chrysler Day has been run
in the past – how could we make it free? Staging
ACD is not cheap. Each year over $10K goes into
venue hire, trophies and infrastructure such as
porta-loos and marquees.

This year’s All Chrysler Day is special and
different. The planets have aligned and delivered
us a unique opportunity to display our vehicles
under the roof of the plant where they were
manufactured and assembled.

Tonsley naturally provides that infrastructure and
Renewal SA have very kindly allowed us to use
the space at no cost. By doing away with trophies
and judging we’ve effectively neutralised all our
major costs for the event.

Between that and the support we have received
from Shannons as naming rights sponsor, and
our other event sponsors, we have been able to
simplify the event and make it free for everyone.
Plus, our hard working organising team will also
now get time to look at all your wonderful cars
on display.
Our esteemed editor Dave Heinrich wasn’t in
la-la land after all when he suggested the show
could be like this!
Speaking of the team, events like this don’t
happen without much planning and discussion. I’d
particularly like to thank the Shannons Adelaide
Chrysler Festival organising committee –
whose names are listed on the inside cover of this
booklet, for the hours of effort that has been put
into making this weekend a reality.
So, please enjoy the show, check out the
cars, marvel at what the old Chrysler factory
has become and most of all, have a relaxed
casual day. Welcome home!
– Iain

thankyou and welcome
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magic cauldron

tonsley dIstrICT; renewal sa

and now a new BegInnIng...
Tonsley brings together leading-edge research and education institutions, established businesses and start-ups, business
incubators and accelerators, plus government and the wider community to connect and collaborate in Australia’s first innovation
district. Renewal SA is managing the physical delivery of the Tonsley project, including infrastructure works such as roads, services,
public realm and the creation of high-value manufacturing and commercial allotments for sale to the private market. The mixed-use
district will support the transformation of South Australia’s manufacturing industry by providing a high quality, people-focused and
knowledge-driven environment.
High-value manufacturing industries have been specifically considered
in the planning of Tonsley.

The suburb of Tonsley is officially created in early 2017 in recognition of
its long and proud history of agriculture, manufacturing and innovation.

These include:
• health, medical devices and assistive technologies
• clean tech and renewable energy
• software and simulation
• mining and energy services.

Tonsley is one of the first districts to have access to GigCity, which
provides tenants with affordable internet up to 100 times faster than
the national average.

Since construction began in 2012, Tonsley has been progressing
well as a vibrant, dynamic community of like-minded businesses that
will shape a knowledge-based industrial future together. Stage 1 civil
construction was completed in January 2014. Stage 2 civil construction
including the ring road and South Road entrance was completed in
February 2015.
TAFE SA‘s Sustainable Industries Education Centre (SIEC) was
opened on 28 January 2014 with over 800 students per day on campus.
Re-roofing of five hectares of the Main Assembly Building (MAB) was
completed in June 2014.
Tonsley was awarded a 6 Star Green Star accreditation by the Green
Building Council of Australia (GBCA) in July 2014.
Construction on the Plaza Urban Forest was finished in November
2014, with the Central Forest completed in February 2015.
The retail precinct and Town Square was completed and Three Little
Pods Café and Sakura Sushi opened on 16 February 2015.
Flinders University’s $120 million Computer Science, Engineering
and Mathematics School opened in February 2015.

New tenancies have been completed in the Main Assembly Building
(MAB), including premises for industrial automation specialist SAGE
Automation, as well as Hegs Australia, Catalyst Cloud Solutions,
Phoenix Contact, A220 and Squash SA.
The MAB has demonstrated it has an important civic role to play for the
southern suburbs by hosting several large scale community events.
Between October 2016 and October 2017, the Maker Faire, Science
Alive, the New Venture Institute’s Icebreaker16 and Hybrid World
Adelaide, as well as a range of other events attracted a combined
attendance of over 20,000 visitors to Tonsley.

Project targets
The next series of targets for Tonsley are:
• Main Assembly Building tenants
More tenancies to be leased and constructed in the MAB. At 		
October 2017, approximately 40 per cent is leased with another 20%
in formal negotiations with potential tenants.

Construction was completed on the Siemens Turbomachinery
Workshop facility in April 2015.

• Retail
A new retail development on the western side of Tonsley.

The Premier of South Australia officially opened the $32 million State
Drill Core Reference Library on 19 February 2016.

• Land sales and residential construction
The sale of freehold land around the site.
Residential precinct construction is targeted to commence early 		
2018, which will see around 850 dwellings with 1,200 residents 		
delivered over seven years.

Major works on the $620 million Darlington Upgrade Project commenced
April 2016, to deliver a non-stop connection between Tonsley and the
Southern Expressway.
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In March 2017, there were over 1,000 people employed at Tonsley
– more than when Mitsubishi formally announced its closure of
manufacturing operations at the site in 2016.

5

• Automotive Repairs
• Servicing
• All Makes & Models
• Classic to Late Model Vehicles
• Performance Vehicles

24 Donegal Road
Lonsdale SA 5160
Phone Andy
(08) 8326 1711
0408 821 608

A.P.R. REMOVALS
A N D

S T O R A G E

Peter Karapetis
0417 819 451
AH (08) 8373 1388
Over 17 Years Experience
•Antiques and Storage A Specialty
•Houses •Flats •Units •Offices •Schools
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homeland
hISTORIC SITES

CITY to MALLALA MOTORSPORT PARK: 59km (~52 minutes)
CITY to NATIONAL MOTOR MUSEUM, BIRDWOOD: 44.2km (~53 minutes)

MALLALA

Shine by

Wheels by

Visit meguiars.com.au

Visit americanlegendwheels.com

ELIZABETH

BIRDWOOD
WOODVILLE
FINSBURY
MILE END KESWICK
TONSLEY PARK

LONSDALE
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LONSDALE FOUNDRY

TJ Richards

lower mItcham

In the BegInnIng...
Tobias John Martin Richards (1850-1939) first started out as a cordial maker at Gawler, but eventually he would get into buggies and
cars around the 1890s, and his son Herbert would expand the company to one day eventually become Chrysler Australia Limited.
Trading at suburban Unley as a blacksmith from 1855, TJ Richards started making horse-drawn carriage hardware and fitting out coaches. From
this he soon became one of the first recognised wagon builders in South Australia. The first vehicle of any description he designed would be the
King of the Road sulky. By 1885 his smithshop was flourishing and outgrew larger quarters at 34 Price Avenue, West Mitcham – where he set up
as TJ Richards & Co., Wheel Wright & Coach Builder until around 1899.
In 1885 Richards opened a second premises, a small coachbuilding shop in Pulteney Street, Adelaide which would later become his showrooms.
Expansion accelerated and from 1901, Richards was building carriages and buggies at West (today Lower) Mitcham, as well as at a whole new
factory nearby at Hindmarsh Square across the park in the city. In 1913 the enterprise, renamed TJ Richards & Sons, began manufacturing
motorcar bodies, with Tobias recruiting his sons’ assistance. Although the 1908 Model T had already been imported to Australia by ship in the
east, this was a pioneer firm in native auto manufacturing in South Australia, pre-dating rival Holden’s by four years in building bodies.
The fledgling TJ Richards
& Sons, circa 1885. From
a humble blacksmith shop
in a paddock at West
Mitcham, TJ Richards
would one day become
renown horsedrawn
carriage makers – and
eventually, coach builders.

LONSDALE MACHINE SHOP
TJR quickly became one of the
largest makers of horsedrawn
carriages in the country, shipped all
over Australia by rail. The loading
of railcars with mass orders like
this soon became a common sight
at the Mitcham Railway Station,
strategically just over the road,
between 1891 and 1914.
Later expansion to
the city became an
urgent necessity.

The original site at what is now 34 Price
Avenue, Lower Mitcham, is today a quiet
suburban street. If you’re out cruising these
historic sites, please respect the privacy of
the residents.

8
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Chrysler Australia

TJ Richards

lonsdale, 1967-198O

pulteney street and hIndmarsh square

Into the cIty
While some remote corners of
the complex are still transiently
occupied by small engineering
firms, much of the mighty southern
expanse of the Lonsdale site is
virtually a ghost town today. It’s
surreal to fathom how busy a place
this once was back in the day.

In the late 1890s, TJ Richards & Sons continued to grow, and ultimately was forced to expand into the city to build more carriages,
then bicycles, and then cars. As the motor vehicle became a viable form of transport in Australia the company moved more into
acting as agents for various car marques such as Dixi and Studebaker. A second site was set up at 95-99 Pulteney Street, which later
became a showrooms to service the eventual factory site set up just across the parkway at Hindmarsh Square in 1900.

origins
Engine blocks and components are
cast in the foundry before passing
to the machining shops, After
assembly each engine is “hot tested”
and thoroughly inspected before
shipment to Tonsley Park.

TJ RIchards first set up a second workshop in town along Pulteneney Street, although he soon ran out of room once his sons joined him – and he often had to
reveal his coaches (and indeed their first 1915 Ford Roadster soon after) in the front exhibition room of the corner pub. So he built a bigger factory over the parkway
and converted this first workshop into his own showrooms. Apart from the Hotel Orient – today a Backpackers Oz (below right), none of these structures remain.

Left: There is little if any evidence of the first city workshop left, probably as those
street numbers are no longer clear (Pulteney Street was originally two streets,
with the southern stretch once called Hanson Street) but it is believed to have
been close to the modern Pulteney street and Wakefield Street intersection. This
photo (left) from 1946 of a taxi garage is most likely what became of the site after
TJ Richards moved his entire operation out of the city to Keswick in 1920.

An Aronde hanging in a
body-drop at the Mile End
engineshop. But not for long.

Below: It was somewhere here. GoogleMaps sites this stretch of Pulteney Street
as ‘approximately’ 95 to 99 Pulteney Street. Indeed the third (from the left of
picture) of the three central shopfronts (the Mr Dishwasher store) appears to be
built upon the Commercial Bank structure on the far right of the old photograph,
left. So where the taxi garage probably stood is roughly markered in.

With the arrival of a new
Valiant range in the late 60s,
all production of motors was
shifted to and concentrated
at more specialised facilities
down at Lonsdale.

Another sign the CCCSA is lobbying to preserve, this will probably be painted over one day. But just like the Keswick letters,
for now the Lonsdale factory roof still carries this giant fingerprint – a memorial to the glorydays of our marque.
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Below, marked in red, a GoogleSatellite view shows where the factory was at Hindmarsh Square, lower-left of the picture (north) with
Hyde Street behind it (west) bottom-left. To the upper right is where TJR’s showrooms approximately were on Pulteney Street, next block over (southeast).

2

1
3

Despite the old man finally
retiring, TJ Richards &
Sons – now managed by his
sons Herbert and Claude –
continued to grow, now well
established at the new premises
on the junction of Pirie Street,
Hindmarsh Square and Hyde
Street. They would soon occupy
the entire block and be forced to
look for even bigger premises,
in the new industrial precinct
subdividing out west on the
Bay Road (now called Anzac
Highway) at Keswick in 1917.

4

5

Right: View of the main factory
from Hindmarsh Square. The
service road to the right of this
picture no longer exists, with
the block today continuing
north (right) towards
modern-day Grenfell Street.

6

Below: The same view as the old
photo (with the corner roughly
at the same angle) as seen by
GoogleMaps ‘ street view today.

Building Maxwell cars
here would one day
eventually lead
TJR to Chrysler.
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1: The Daredevils stunt team line up outside the Lonsdale plant which was properly 		 6: Our very own Roger Caroll (left) back in the day!
finished in 1969 at a cost of $60 million and tooled up specifically for the impending 		 7: There is an urban myth that warranty motors deemed too hard to deal with were once 		
arrival of the all-Australian Hemi 6 cylinder. (Inset) Today, the road into the Lonsdale
simply sledgehammered and tossed over the back fence. There is also another legend 		
site has been appropriately renamed Chrysler Road.
that many rejected Hemis became the coral on the breakwater off Port Stanvac. But none
of these tales have ever been verified. Indeed, former workers at the Lonsdale foundry
2: The Core room of the Lonsdale foundry
have vehemently testified that nothing was ever wasted. Engines that failed or weren’t 		
3: Shades of a distant past. The giant fading letters on the roofline of what was once the 		
up to spec were stripped of the nonferrous parts and put back through the furnace to
Lonsdale engine plant as seen from Christie Road today. The yards are now a police 		
make more parts. Tom Carlin recalls seeing stacks of engines along the Lonsdale 		
impound lot.
trainline waiting to be smelted back down. CAL workers (particularly at Lonsdale) took 		
great pride in their work, and the company did acknowledge it – like this 10 Years 		
4: The northern side of the plant.
Service trophy presented to Z. Mizerski in 1977.
5: The front facade of the Lonsdale plant.
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Chrysler Australia
lonsdale, 1967-198O

chrIstIe road
In 1967 Chrysler opened the Lonsdale engine
plant to meet Commonwealth government local
content requirements, as the company gained
third place in the national sales chart with 13.5
per cent of the new vehicle market. By that
year Chrysler had gained control of Rootes
Group, acquiring its Port Melbourne plant, and
was producing Hillman Minx, Gazelle and Imp
cars, soon followed by the Hunter, Hustler and
the Humber Super Snipe.
Despite CAL kicking off in Victoria, the demand
for local content just kept rising in leaps and
bounds. It went from 1962’s minor assembly
work on the R and S Series to 65 per cent in
1965 and an average of 95 per cent in 1967.

By that year some models had as much as 97
per cent local content.
The Lonsdale plant was properly finished in
1969 at a cost of $60 million and tooled up
specifically for the impending arrival of the
all-Australian 245 Hemi 6 cylinder.
This modern, lightweight engine replaced the
venerable Slant Six in the new VG model,
introduced in 1970 – increasing local content,
although the 225 continued to be built for export
vehicles and trucks for a few more years.
V8 engine components were also imported
from Canada or Mexico and ‘built up’ here too.
Even towards the end of Chrysler Australia’s

time, the Lonsdale foundry continued to
produce aluminium and iron castings and
assembled the Mitsubishi Magna V6 engines
right up to 1980.
Today, if you take the Southern Expressway
to Christie Road, Lonsdale, you can park
within sight of the 1,150,000 square feet
Lonsdale engine plant and still see the
fading giant letters of Chrysler Australia
Limited along the factory roofline, from
across the Impound yards behind the
cyclone fencing. Today, Lonsdale (known as
the Southlink Industrial Park) is a lonely and
silent empty place.
The main south gates are quite eerie...

(Above) Entry to Southlink Industrial Park, the former Mitsubishi
Lonsdale engine plant. The Adelaide suburb of Lonsdale
is a graveyard of Australian manufacturing – home of the
abandoned Mitsubishi (formerly Chrysler) engine plant,
Mobil’s mothballed Port Stanvac Refinery and the ill-fated
Desalination Plant now mysteriously still onhold.

This Fire Survey from 1901 (above) shows the Richards
workshops and stores about to spread throughout the entire block
fronting the parklands of Hindmarsh Square. To compare
with a modern GoogleMaps figure (top right).
(Centre right) The back corner of the block, as seen from the
south, from Pirie Street with Hyde Street behind. Roughly
where those bins are was where TJR’s yards once were.
(Above) Finished Hemis wrapped and sealed in plastic,
all ready to go. Gonna need a bigger xmas tree!
(Left) Hemis being assembled at Lonsdale in late 1971.
Note the 318 at the front of the line.
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(Bottom right) View of the Pirie Street and Hindmarsh Square corner.
As the Fire Survey suggests, a Hindmarsh Hotel used to stand on
this corner before TJR took over the whole building for many years.
Today it is a dental consultancy and radio station.
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(Left) The northwest corner of Hindmarsh Square was the automotive precinct in
Adelaide in 1906. This would’ve been the view across the street from TJR (front left).

Family Album

tonsley Park cal products
Tobias J Richards (left)
Walter P. Chrysler (centre)
Herbert C Richards (right)
valIant galant / Dodge colt

galant

(Below)
A staff photo taken most likely at the rear entrance in
Hyde Street and what it looks like today (right).

sIgma

sIgma Ge

Y LTD 1881-1920s

Hillman

galant

(Above, centre-right and bottom-right)
Views of the workshop at Hindmarsh Square.
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TJ Richards

Family Album

HYDE STREET

tonsley Park cal products

VALIANT

The ‘King of the Road’ sulky horsecoach
started it all for TJ Richards.

VIP / Chrysler by chrysler

Skilled craftsmen making timber bodyframes on jigs.

dodge phoenIx

Richards’ paint and varnish shop, 1922.

Cars destined locally were finished
almost ready for the road.
This beautiful Dodge rod is actually quite a treasure of Australian Chrysler history...

1980-81 CM Valiant
centura

Long before any
Valiant badge...
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(Left) Designing bodies for the new chassis at
Hindmarsh Square, circa 1920.

Family Album

tonsley Park cal products
With the newly invented motor car increasing
in popularity, TJR moved to bigger premises
in the city in 1912 to build bodies in greater
numbers at Hindmarsh Square.

VALIANT

(Below) Fixing of panels onto body frames
at Hindmarsh Square, circa 1922.

(Below) Demand continued to steadily increase, and by 1921 TJR had to
move yet again to even larger premises on the corner of Bay Road (later
renamed Anzac Highway after 1923) and Leader Street at Keswick.

Excerpt from the Real Estate section of The Register (Adelaide newspaper 1901-1929) dated Thursday 20 May, 1920
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MAIN ASSEMBLY BUILDING, TONSLEY PARK

SA CHENEY,
DODGE DEALER

1

The man who actually first brought Mopar downunder was
a visionary entrepreneur named Sydney Arthur Cheney,
the first official Dodge agent in Oz.
SA as he was known, had been a hotshot salesman of Model Ts
for the Duncan & Fraser auto importer, before going out on his own
when he heard that the Dodge Brothers had left Ford and were
going to make their own car. He landed the Dodge rights in 1914
and set up the Cheney Motor Company which would eventually
become the successful Waymouth Motors until 1955, although
Cheney would leave before then to sell Chevrolet. With World War
One breaking out, trade embargoes only permitted the importing of
a running chassis. So Cheney contacted Edward Holden of
the Holden & Frost saddlery to knockdown Dodge and Buick
chassis for him. So yes, the first Dodges were in fact actually
made by Holden’s, and not TJ Richards as is commonly mistaken.
1: Cheney set up business at what was once Reid’s Stables
on the corner of Topham and Waymouth Streets.

2

2: GoogleMaps sites this stretch of street as 42-48 Waymouth
Street, where the Cheney Motor Company once first stood.
3: Cheney sold his shares out of what became the powerful Waymouth
Motors all around Adelaide, and moved on from Mopar once the modern
Chrysler had formed, which selected TJ Richards as it’s rep in Australia.

3
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This doublepage spread;
1: Tonsley Park’s admin and engineering next to the cafeteria, 1966.
2: The sad and eerie site that greeted the combined CCCSA/CRCSA History Tour in
2013 – the shell of the Assembly Plant under demolition.
3: CCCSA members officially say goodbye to Tonsley Park at the CAL/MMAL 		
Employees Reunion in the old canteen in April 2013.
4. Tonsley Park’s cafeteria, February 1965. Thousands of employees dined here.
5: VHs emerging from the electro-coat paint tank – the first car body electro-coat system
in Australia – another CAL innovation way ahead of the competition, circa 1972.
6: AP6s waiting to leave at the northwest corner.

1

7: The canyon that was once the mighty Line Zero.

3

8: The Chrysler Football Club, based at Tonsley Park – but also made up of 		
employees from Lonsdale and Finsbury, played Aussie Rules in the social grades of
the SA Football Association (now the Adelaide Footy League) during the 1970s.
9. The old admin building, still wearing it’s Mitsubishi branding.
10. The loading dock at the back of the MAB.

7

Bottom tier: A magnificent 360° panorama of the MAB complex by Mary Heath.

8

9

TONSLEY

10

HOLDEN & FROST
KING WILLIAM STREET
SA Cheney first put Holden’s on the map by entrusting his early Dodge and Buick contracts
to their innovative organisation. Holden & Frost’s company boomed so much that they
formed a whole new division called Holden’s Motor Body Builders to specialise. Cheney
then would later join them in their eventual direction towards General Motors Holden’s.

4
5

1: The original Holden’s Saddlery was located just next door to the Beehive Corner
(today the corner of Rundle Mall and King William Street) in 1856.
2: The saddlery gained momentum, setting up premises all around Adelaide to build
carriages. This site on Grenfell Street in 1907 is where Cheney’s Dodges would first be
made a decade later.
3: Holden’s Motor Body Builders was then established further south on King William Street
to handle the ever-increasing demand for car building. This staff photo is in 1923.
4: While Cheney sold his Dodges from Waymouth Street, his Dodges were made down
the way on the southern end of King William street (map above).
5: This is a Google Street View of what is there now at 400 King William Street where that
staff photo (in picture 3) was taken.
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HC RICHARDS, CURRIE AND HINDLEY STREETS
1: Eldest son Herbert went out on his own for a while and established his own 		
company fitting bodies to Oakland, Durant, and Cadillac chassis. He first set up
in Currie Street.
2: Before too long the Richards Building had become a landmark, even after 		
Herbert rejoined his father’s business just before World War I to take over
the management of TJ Richards & Sons Ltd. in 1913. Unfortunately, he 		
suddenly died in 1916, leaving his brother Claude to guide the firm through the
Great Depression.

40

3: The Richards Building still survives today, but is now a university office block 		
after being a bank for many years.
4: HC Richards also set up prestigious showrooms around the corner in nearby 		
Hindley Street.
5: Today the building is a somewhat neglected nightclub, after formerly being a 		
cinema for many years during the 1970s and 80s.
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chrysler australia limited
Richards Motor Body Builders
keswIck 1915-197O

RICHARDS MOTOR BODY BUILDERS

chrysler dodge
desoto dIstrIbutors
Telltale signs of the Richards Motor Body Builders site at Keswick, now LeCornu’s:
1: Continued expansion required more factory space, so TJ Richards & Sons sold up its original
first two sites in the eastend of the city and moved all of their operations out to Keswick in
1922. The company continued to grow however, later annexing further operations out at Mile
End and Finsbury just before World War Two. By the time Chrysler completely took over
Richards Industries, they would inherit these headquarters at Keswick, the final assembly
plant at Scotland Road, and the site at (today’s) Athol Park where they made aeroplanes and
later, trucks.
2: The fading facade of the old engine shop on Leader Street is the only outward remnant of
Chrysler’s main centre that remains at what is now LeCornu’s warehouse.
3: As the badge (right) says, TJR eventually morphed into Chrysler Dodge DeSoto Distributors,
which was then renamed Chrysler Australia Limited. The Keswick plant was its first new
capital. Sadly, this majestic art-deco frontage as viewed from Anzac Highway was removed...
4: And is now a carpark.

tonsley park, 1955-1981

the funds needed to retool for new models were
no longer available. In retrospect it seems one
major mistake was that Valiant prices were
held back in the late 1960s to meet Holden and
Ford head-on.

A firewall plate from a 1936 Plymouth assembled at Keswick

2

1

Don Feast
Chrysler Australia

When this happened, people seemed to
stop considering the car ‘a cut above’
its opposition. By 1977 Valiant was still
producing a variation of its six year old VH
model. Sales that year slumped to 17,500
units. Nevertheless, South Road was making
good progress in the smaller-car field.
The US parent company had bought into the
vehicle division of the Japanese Mitsubishi
company and in 1971 Chrysler Australia
arranged to assemble Mitsubishi’s Galant
at Tonsley. The Galant wore a Valiant badge

and succeeded brilliantly in Australia, giving
Chrysler the share of the small-car market
it had always failed to win with the Simca
and Hillman.

closed. Former Ford president Lee Iacocca
took charge of the US Chrysler Corporation
during the late 1970s and set in motion some
drastic measures to keep the company afloat.

Chrysler expanded once again, this time to
manufacture the Sigma, a local version of
Mitsubishi’s Japanese Galant model.

These included selling off almost all of
Chrysler’s overseas interests, including the
Australian operation. Ninety-nine percent of the
equity of Chrysler Australia Ltd was acquired by
Mitsubishi, and in October 1980 the name was
changed to Mitsubishi Motors Australia Ltd.

The factory continued producing Valiants
in ever diminishing numbers but with higher
standards of equipment and finish. Small
car sales went from strength to strength and
in 1978 Sigma became the top selling fourcylinder vehicle on the market.
Despite this success, Chrysler Australia Ltd ran
into severe financial problems. And in the US,
the Chrysler Corporation had run into even
harder times and was on the brink of being

The last Valiant, the CM, was produced
in August 1981. And the Sigma was replaced
by the Magna which, alas, died with Mitsubishi
downunder.
Tonsley Park was finally completely vacated
and handed over to the Government of South
Australia on 16 December, 2009.
AP6s on the slat conveyor in 1965.

3

AP5s on the body building
line in 1964.

4

VEs queueing off the
assembly line in 1968.

A giant body transfer hoist lifts a VH shell in 1972.
A CM receiving its undercarriage in 1978.
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TJ RIchards & Sons

keswIck 1913-197O

anzac hIghway

TONSLEY PARK
1955-1981
1. Purchased by Chrysler Australia in 1955, the
71 hectare site at the end of South Road wasn’t
productively utilised until 1963 when it was expanded
to include all of the operations from Keswick, Mile End
and Finsbury into one place – to provide for the
impending arrival of the all-new and completely
indigenous Valiant AP5.
2: Inside the Tools building. In March 1964, the first
AP5 was completed at the new plant, and in April it
was announced that the $36 million expansion
program had been doubled to $72 million, on the back
of the success of this first new Valiant.
3: This illustration from a later prospectus shows us all
the different elements of car production now planned
on the one site. Streamlining all future production
was a prime objective.
1

2

T.J. Richards & Sons, established in 1884,
eventually centralised its growing operation with
new headquarters near the railway line, at what is
today LeCornu’s, in 1916. Originally a horsedrawn
carriage builder, Richards had built their first car
body as early as 1905 in previous premises
at Hindmarsh Square in the city, but their first
Chrysler bodies would appear here in 1928.

a completely new, ground-breaking car called
the Chrysler. This six cylinder model had a
number of engineering refinements, including
four-wheel hydraulic brakes. This Chrysler car
came to Australia during the 1920’s and, in
1935, eighteen independent agents united to
form Chrysler-Dodge-De Soto Distributors
(Australia) Pty Ltd. on the coat-tail of it.

Assisted by tariffs, Richards’ expanded into
this large modern building at Keswick which
occupied about 14 acres (5.7 ha) all under one
roof. In 1922 the works employed 200 hands.

From 1936, the distributors were using their
combined strength to regularly purchase and
market Plymouth, Dodge and De Soto vehicles.
The company then acquired a controlling interest
in T.J. Richards & Sons, which had continued to
be a highly successful body building company
in Adelaide, in competition with Holden’s body
builders since 1922. TJ Richards had been
charged with designing and fitting all of the bodies
required by Chrysler for its Australian market,
and in 1938 Chrysler’s Australian headquarters
were thus transferred here to Adelaide.

By the mid-1920s the firm complained of the
State government’s lack of consideration which,
it claimed, favoured primary producers at the
expense of local manufacturers. But salvation from
the Depression soon would come from abroad.
Walter P. Chrysler, a former railway worker who
had risen to fame working for Buick, had recently
taken over the Maxwell Motor Company which
was heavily in debt. Soon afterwards he bought
the Chalmers company and, in 1924, launched

In 1947 - with Plymouth, Dodge and DeSoto cars
now flowing from the production lines - an even
greater commitment to Chrysler Corporation

was made which resulted in a complete takeover
by Chrysler-Dodge-DeSoto Distributors which
became Chrysler Australia Ltd in 1951.
A vigorous expansion plan followed, and inspired
by the success of Holden, Chrysler Australia
aimed at producing a range of cars and light
commercial vehicles with ninety percent local
content. While this plan was being implemented,
the company continued assembling and partly
manufacturing a range of six cylinder and eight
cylinder Chrysler Royal and Dodge Phoenix
vehicles, based on US designs.
In its heyday, the building extended out to Anzac
Highway, fronted by a huge “Chrysler Dodge
Plymouth DeSoto” art-deco neon sign on the
corner. Chrysler finally sold the site to LeCornu’s
furniture in the late sixties, after they moved Dodge
Phoenix production over to Port Melbourne.
Today all that is left is the iron workshop building
at the back of the furniture store, while the front
has long gone to form the car park at the corner
of Leader Street and Anzac Highway.

With LeCorunu closing, some tentative demolition has already
revealed the original building beneath the shell.
Trying to break free.

3

Chrysler’s tool shop room in 1952.
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Chrysler Australia

Chrysler Australia
tonsley park, 1955-1981

keswIck 1913-197O

south road

Panel stamping during the late fifties. The post-war industrial boom at
CAL provided for many new immigrant workers to help make Adelaide
society what it is today.

If Keswick was the seat of the throne of the
old republic, then Tonsley Park was meant to
be the new capital of the empire, throughout a
golden age.

All-Australian Chrysler Royals being finished on the Final Assembly Line at Keswick, 1957.

The 1962 Valiant was slightly dearer than the
equivalent Holden or Falcon models, but it was
bigger and far more powerful. It immediately
won a reputation for being a superior performer
and its popularity led Chrysler into a $36
million expansion plan to build over 50,000
units a year.
Construction of the Tonsley Park manufacturing
plant began in 1963, and by May of that year,
the ‘Australian Valiant’ sedan was introduced.
Purchased by Chrysler Australia in 1955,
the 71 hectare site at the end of South Road
wasn’t productively utilised until 1963 when
it was expanded to include operations from
Keswick, Mile End and Finsbury to provide
for the Valiant AP5. Streamlining future
production was a prime objective.
With the condition of local content increasing
progressively, and a design adapted for local

conditions, this AP5 strengthened the brand’s
position. The Australian Valiant AP5 station
wagon followed in November 1963. In March
1964 the first Valiant was completed at the
new plant, and in April it was announced that
the $36 million expansion program had been
doubled to $72 million.
The mid to late 1960s became halcyon times
for Chrysler Australia and the company could
not satisfy demand despite regular increases
in production. By this time, it was the eleventh
largest company (of any kind) in Australia
and the second largest exporter of cars. 1969
was Chrysler’s best year with 42,654 Valiants
sold. Net profit was a record $7,225,931 and
total Chrysler Australia Ltd sales stood at
66,948 units.
Most people in 1969 thought that Chrysler’s
great automotive success would continue
into the 1970s, but it was not to be. A series
of misfortunes, fuel crises, quality control
problems, and marketing blunders – which
led to unpopular models, saw the Valiant lose
sales during the early 1970s.

Ten years in, Tonsley Park plant was extended
to boost Valiant production to 200 per eighthour shift in the most modern vehicle building
plant in the southern hemisphere. That figure
was soon lifted to 250 per shift, with 200
engines per shift being produced at Lonsdale.
At that time, Chrysler’s market share was
optimistically predicted to rise from 10% to
15% by the end of 1974. Mitsubishi Lancers
(a name borrowed from Dodge) and Galants
replaced the Hillmans and would later be
followed by Sigmas.
The marque then slipped further and further
down the list of best sellers, despite such
trump cards as the mighty Charger sports
coupe. Many problems were sorted out and
the company became the local pioneer of such
features as electronic ignition and computer
aided fuel management. It also produced the
fastest accelerating Australian production car
ever made, the awesome E49 Charger.
But the fightback came too late as public
confidence was down, and with reduced sales
combined with an ailing US parent company,
Continued p39

Then: An evocative photo taken in 1956 of the Tonsley Park site before the any of the original fences and gates
had been taken down. How South Road has changed.

Although the signs of what was once the house of the old throne of the kingdom are
gradually – but stubbornly – fading away, Leader Street is still a mecca for Mopar
cruisers and nostalgics alike. This derelict furniture warehouse was once the engine
workshop long ago, but it still makes for a great photo opportunity today. The CCCSA is
endeavouring to have these famous galv sheets preserved for prosperity.

Hard yakka in the toolroom at Keswick

20

And now: one of the last shots of the Tonsley Park site shortly before Mitsubishi closed in 2008. At its height
during the 1970s, Tonsley Park was a vast state-of-the-art plant, virtually a city in itself.
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fInsbury, 1937 - 1978

Cars bound for Keswick did share the early Body Line at Finsbury with the
trucks for a time. Here we see Dodge truck cabins and Plymouth sedans
simultaneously in process during the late 1930s.

Dodge Fargo trucks in the Finsbury yards ready
for export to Indonesia and New Zealand in the late 1940s.

1
4

Airframes being
assembled for the RAAF.

3
7

5

8

Aircraft components being manufactured during World War Two.

A Dodge ATA cab about to meet its chassis
on the Finsbury production line, early 1970s.

36

1: Office workers using comptometers (vintage calculators) in the main complex at Keswick, 1935.
2: Today the roof cavity is being peeled away to reveal its former life as a busy car factory. Much
of the old building’s infrastructure remains, simply hidden by a lower ceiling or patching walls.
3: Toolmakers back in the day at Keswick.
4: The original factory’s saw-roof and stone wall, from a back lot facing Maple Avenue.
5: An industrial size hook still hanging above today’s furniture showroom.
6: The gigantic factory furnace.
7: Giant steel beams from which gantries for car bodies once hung.
8: A high-voltage warning sign still remains on an assembly line rail inside the former factory.
9: A Malcolm Moore crane sign, circa 1940.
10: This ‘51 Dodge pickup was a company fleet ute used for delivery during the 1950s.
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Richards Industries

2

mIle end 1928-1965

scotland road
TJR continued its expansion in 1927 by buying a
further plant at Mile End, and in 1930 the Duncan
& Fraser Ltd premises next door.
The eventual 4.45 hectare Scotland Road plant
would house Richards’ second motor body
operation, conveniently close to railway yards. It
was here where they would first assemble trucks
and cars for the Australian market.
The company remained solvent during the
Depression, though there were intermittent
closures at Mile End and a number of layoffs at
Keswick. Despite this, Richards’ remained an
independent manufacturer longer than its rival,
Holden’s. In 1935 Richards’ threatened to move
interstate to avoid excessive taxation and transport
costs, however, reduction of wharfage duties next
year aided them.
Most of the skilled workforce remained when
the firm returned to motor vehicle production at
Keswick and Mile End after World War Two in
1945. The company had been entirely owned

by Australians until June 1951, when Chrysler
Corporation bought a controlling interest and
changed the name to Chrysler Australia Ltd.
CAL as we know it.
Toward the end of 1958 Chrysler Corporation
acquired a 30 percent interest in Simca
Automobiles of France, thus enabling Chrysler
Australia to import and assemble a range of
Simca cars. So bodies for Plymouths, Dodges,
R and S Series Valiants were assembled at Mile
End, as were Simca Arondes – a consequence of
the French manufacturer passed over from Ford
from 1959.
Chrysler Australia is best known, however, for the
Valiant, which was introduced in January 1962.
The Valiant was a sensation – and it arrived at
just the right time. In the early 1960s Chrysler’s
operation had been looking shaky with its range
of big American cars continually losing ground to
the Holden, now GM. Simca sales had tapered
off, and with the release of the Ford Falcon,
Chrysler’s problems became worse.

The response came in early 1961 when
company officials devised a plan to assemble a
US-designed six-cylinder car in Australia. To get
the new model released as soon as possible, the
firm imported just over 1000 US-built R Series
Valiant sedans.
3

These were assembled in the Mile End plant in
Adelaide, and when they hit the showroom floors
in early 1962 the response left no doubt that
Australians were going to fall for the new brand
in a big way.
By the time the R Series went on sale (it sold out
within days) Chrysler had imported a large number
of S Series sedans and local assembly had already
begun. Chrysler assembled 10,000 Valiants in
1962, lifting its registration figures for the year by
146 percent, but the company still could not meet
the demand. This spectacular introduction was the
start of a twenty year story which saw Valiant’s
fortunes snowball for a while and then slide in
dramatic fashion.
A Simca Vedette going through a drying
booth at the paint shop back in the day.
While Chrysler, DeSoto, Plymouth and
Dodge products only ever visited Mile End
intermittently during their birth journey from
Keswick - and later Tonsley Park, CAL’s
‘foreign’ cars were entirely built here, up
until Port Melbourne.

4

5

6

7

The skeleton of a Simca Vedette
coming to life on a rather intimidating
jig. In its day, Mile End was renown
for cutting-edge technology.
Finsbury, then and now...
1: An aerial photograph of the Finsbury precinct at its height, where just as many trucks were being made as cars were at Keswick. Finsbury comprised at least twenty major buildings spread over
more than 50 hectares, bounded by Torrens Road, Carlton Cresecent and Burleigh Avenue.
2: The place was enormous and busy, nothing like the industrial graveyard it seems today. It seems to have suffered the same fate that Lonsdale later did.
3: During World War Two, the Finsbury munitions plant was huge and employed four thousand women, many living in the fibro cottages that were built nearby, later the site of the Finsbury 		
Hostel for refugees and immigrants.
4: Steel presses in the main assembly plant. Finsbury was a hub of material fabrication, linked by rail to the Woodville line, with the Finsbury railway station located where the Al Khali mosque on
Torrens Road is situated today.
5: The interior of the site remains much the same. Just lonelier.
6: Many of the original munitions and automotive factory buildings still stand today, remnants of SA’s golden age of maunfacturing after the second world war.
7: But are now empty and derelict. Some of Chrysler’s neighbours and later occupants included Pope, Email, Clyde Apac, Kelvinator, ROH, and International Harvester.
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1: A view of the plant back in the late 1960s, as seen from the
eastern side, on Ninth Avenue. Note the D5 Dodge and
Commer trucks in the driveway.
2: Engine assembly at Finsbury.
3: The plant is still there today (GoogleView inset) in 		
Athol Park (the suburb was renamed in the 1970s). 		
Although it looks a little different now with the old press shop
now an officeblock on the front corner on Audley Street.
3

3
1: The main stretch along Scotland Road at Mile End.
2: Mile End operated as a support plant for Keswick. For instance, early Forwardlook models
were tooled out at Mile End before assembly at Keswick.
3. This photo – erroneously labelled “1963 Kesik (sic) Plant #2” – and thus assumed in
previous Torquebacks as a photograph of Maple Avenue at the back of Keswick, we’ve
now discovered is actually 152–156 Railway Terrace at Mile End. Former member
Warren Atkins recalled he used to truck the AP5 bodies from here at Mile End to
Tonsley during the plant transition. The distinctive Whiting & Chambers feed mill
building in the background still exists on Scotland Road, and is now Inghams Feedmills
You can also see the Scotland Road assembly plant in the far background. Perry
Engineering were still using those rail lines crossing Railway Terrace in the 1990s.
4: The famous MegaCuise of 2010 transformed the ghost town of Scotland Road back
to its Mopar heyday. Participants on the cruise arriving late found it hard to find a park,
but didn’t mind, as it became like a guard of honour. With your lights coming on and the
sun setting, it was a simply amazing and unforgettable scene.
4
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Chrysler Australia
mIle end, 1928-1965

fInsbury, 1937 - 1978

chrysler dodge desoto dIstrIbutors

scotland road
In 1962, Chrysler Australia reorganised their
sites by moving all aircraft manufacturing to
Finsbury, and also moving the truck production
which had originated at Mile End there too.

were trucked to Tonsley Park. Many parts
(like steering boxes) were sourced from the
adjacent Perry Engineering foundry and
stamping plants.

In 1965, Chrysler took over Rootes Australia,
an outpost of the UK firm which produced
Hillman and Commer products, and acquired
that company’s Port Melbourne manufacturing
and assembling facilities. Much of the small
car (previously Simca) work done at Mile End
went there.

Ironically, Perrys purchased back the property
when Chrysler moved out, and it was used to
build the chassis for Holden HQ One-tonner
into the ‘70s! And then it’s an even smaller
world to note that LeCornu furniture then
bought it from the ailing Perrys companies in
the eighties.

The Mile End plant did much of the ‘dirty work’,
including building Chrysler Royal chassis, and
early Valiant front-end assemblies, which

Today the Mile End precinct is probably best
known as the home of Bunnings and Villi’s
24 Hour Bakery.

Little is left to indicate the building’s history, but
the interior still has an ‘old car plant’ character.
Many people have taken a photo of their car
along the graffiti walls. The old assembly line
frontage still stands along Scotland Road and
many of us will remember that amazing site on
the 2010 MegaCruise, where this was meant
to be a pull-over point to wait for stragglers to
catch up.
Instead it became an unofficial stop to go
down in history, with almost 200 Mopars
parked on both sides of the that historic
street. At the time, Chrysler Action magazine
reported that “it sure was enough to put a
lump in your throat.”
Bodies of Dodge Fargo trucks being fitted to their
chassis and drivetrain at the Mile End plant during
the late 1940s.

In May 1937, the Richards’ company
announced a £500,000 expansion programme
and renewal of a contract with Chrysler Dodge
DeSoto Distributors, guaranteeing production
for five years. For the 1937-38 selling season,
T.J.Richards beat Holden’s to the punch by
producing Australia’s first all steel sedan body.
On the strength of this, in 1938 they negotiated
with the government for munitions work in the
shadows of World War Two. So they were
doing well despite the troubles of the world.
Following the outbreak of World War Two,
the Finsbury industrial precinct was set up
between 1940 and 1945 with commonwealth
money to help out with the war effort.
Richards’ plant there would become part of
a complex of factories, solely intended for
armaments production. Though often accused
of being in Chrysler’s control, T. J. Richards
& Sons remained Australian throughout World
War II. In 1941 its name was temporarily
changed to Richards Industries Ltd — Motor
Builders and Metal Stampings.
In 1946, after the war, Richards’ bought
two of the buildings to build RAAF aircraft
such as the Lincoln bomber and Wirraway
fighter. And as part of the Chrysler Aircraft

Division from 1946 to 1958, the Finsbury plant
continued to produce various airframe sections
and components.
By 1947 Chrysler Dodge de Soto Distributors
Ltd had formed a company to take over the
assets and interests of Richards Industries Ltd
which, by guaranteeing body supplies, paved
the way for the formation of Chrysler Australia
Ltd to enter into full car-manufacturing in
1951 – with the new headquarters to be based
at Keswick.
Within six months the Finsbury plant
was converted from airframe to truck
manufacturing. Chrysler took out the aircraft
tooling, and transplanted all of the truck
manufacturing infrastructures from Keswick
and Mile End to these premises.
From the mid 1950s, Canberra bombers had
by now been built at the Finsbury factory, until
1962 when the contract finished. The yellow
and white building at the corner of Audley
and Ninth Streets - which had been a Lincoln
bomber aircraft assembly plant during World
War II - was retained as a motor body factory
from 1946. Fuselages for pilotless Jindivik
target drones and turbine blades for Canberra
bomber jet engines were also made there until

1958. Keswick had become dedicated to cars,
and there is also some speculation that CAL
had secretly begun planning the R Series at
the component works at Mile End.
As Plymouth, Dodge and DeSoto cars were
soon flowing from the production lines at
Keswick, Morris, Standard, Nash and
Studebaker bodies were being finished at Mile
End, while Dodge and Fargo trucks and their
International clones were being produced at
Finsbury. Australian Chrysler Royals were first
built at Keswick, and later the trim and wiring
looms for the future Valiants were fitted there.
Turning right at the tee junction onto Audley
Street, the black building numbered #70 you’ll
see in front is the old press shop. The main
Chrysler truck assembly plant is on the left as
you drive past.
Finsbury continued to roll out Dodge
and Commer trucks from here until
this plant was closed in the late 1970s
once Mitsubishi imports were declared
more economical.
The entire factory precinct used to be called
Finsbury, but it is now part of the suburb
named Athol Park.

Chrysler inherited a plant that was a major supplier to the aircraft industry,
built in an industrial precinct just before World War Two to produce
armaments. CAL would later convert this enormous Finsbury site from
aircraft to truck manufacturing.

The classic Forward Look era were
trimmed and finished at Mile End.
Here we see Desotos and Plymouths
on the Trim Line in the late fifties.
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Sally Anne and Grant Bradford
27B Edward Street
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M 0416 100 643

DOMESTIC &
COMMERCIAL
WASTE
MANAGEMENT

19-25 Murray Street
Thebarton
http://www.metrowaste.com.au
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976 South Rd
Edwardstown
08 8297 6055
www.bridgestoneselect.com.au
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Sewer and stormwater
drainage specialist
New homes and additions
Bathroom renovations
Hot and cold water systems
Gas fitting
Mini excavator
and backhoe hire
General maintenance
Servicing All Areas
For All Your Domestic and
Commercial Plumbing Needs

0409 404 940
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Chrysler Australia
mIle end, 1928-1965

fInsbury, 1937 - 1978

chrysler dodge desoto dIstrIbutors

scotland road
In 1962, Chrysler Australia reorganised their
sites by moving all aircraft manufacturing to
Finsbury, and also moving the truck production
which had originated at Mile End there too.

were trucked to Tonsley Park. Many parts
(like steering boxes) were sourced from the
adjacent Perry Engineering foundry and
stamping plants.

In 1965, Chrysler took over Rootes Australia,
an outpost of the UK firm which produced
Hillman and Commer products, and acquired
that company’s Port Melbourne manufacturing
and assembling facilities. Much of the small
car (previously Simca) work done at Mile End
went there.

Ironically, Perrys purchased back the property
when Chrysler moved out, and it was used to
build the chassis for Holden HQ One-tonner
into the ‘70s! And then it’s an even smaller
world to note that LeCornu furniture then
bought it from the ailing Perrys companies in
the eighties.

The Mile End plant did much of the ‘dirty work’,
including building Chrysler Royal chassis, and
early Valiant front-end assemblies, which

Today the Mile End precinct is probably best
known as the home of Bunnings and Villi’s
24 Hour Bakery.

Little is left to indicate the building’s history, but
the interior still has an ‘old car plant’ character.
Many people have taken a photo of their car
along the graffiti walls. The old assembly line
frontage still stands along Scotland Road and
many of us will remember that amazing site on
the 2010 MegaCruise, where this was meant
to be a pull-over point to wait for stragglers to
catch up.
Instead it became an unofficial stop to go
down in history, with almost 200 Mopars
parked on both sides of the that historic
street. At the time, Chrysler Action magazine
reported that “it sure was enough to put a
lump in your throat.”
Bodies of Dodge Fargo trucks being fitted to their
chassis and drivetrain at the Mile End plant during
the late 1940s.

In May 1937, the Richards’ company
announced a £500,000 expansion programme
and renewal of a contract with Chrysler Dodge
DeSoto Distributors, guaranteeing production
for five years. For the 1937-38 selling season,
T.J.Richards beat Holden’s to the punch by
producing Australia’s first all steel sedan body.
On the strength of this, in 1938 they negotiated
with the government for munitions work in the
shadows of World War Two. So they were
doing well despite the troubles of the world.
Following the outbreak of World War Two,
the Finsbury industrial precinct was set up
between 1940 and 1945 with commonwealth
money to help out with the war effort.
Richards’ plant there would become part of
a complex of factories, solely intended for
armaments production. Though often accused
of being in Chrysler’s control, T. J. Richards
& Sons remained Australian throughout World
War II. In 1941 its name was temporarily
changed to Richards Industries Ltd — Motor
Builders and Metal Stampings.
In 1946, after the war, Richards’ bought
two of the buildings to build RAAF aircraft
such as the Lincoln bomber and Wirraway
fighter. And as part of the Chrysler Aircraft

Division from 1946 to 1958, the Finsbury plant
continued to produce various airframe sections
and components.
By 1947 Chrysler Dodge de Soto Distributors
Ltd had formed a company to take over the
assets and interests of Richards Industries Ltd
which, by guaranteeing body supplies, paved
the way for the formation of Chrysler Australia
Ltd to enter into full car-manufacturing in
1951 – with the new headquarters to be based
at Keswick.
Within six months the Finsbury plant
was converted from airframe to truck
manufacturing. Chrysler took out the aircraft
tooling, and transplanted all of the truck
manufacturing infrastructures from Keswick
and Mile End to these premises.
From the mid 1950s, Canberra bombers had
by now been built at the Finsbury factory, until
1962 when the contract finished. The yellow
and white building at the corner of Audley
and Ninth Streets - which had been a Lincoln
bomber aircraft assembly plant during World
War II - was retained as a motor body factory
from 1946. Fuselages for pilotless Jindivik
target drones and turbine blades for Canberra
bomber jet engines were also made there until

1958. Keswick had become dedicated to cars,
and there is also some speculation that CAL
had secretly begun planning the R Series at
the component works at Mile End.
As Plymouth, Dodge and DeSoto cars were
soon flowing from the production lines at
Keswick, Morris, Standard, Nash and
Studebaker bodies were being finished at Mile
End, while Dodge and Fargo trucks and their
International clones were being produced at
Finsbury. Australian Chrysler Royals were first
built at Keswick, and later the trim and wiring
looms for the future Valiants were fitted there.
Turning right at the tee junction onto Audley
Street, the black building numbered #70 you’ll
see in front is the old press shop. The main
Chrysler truck assembly plant is on the left as
you drive past.
Finsbury continued to roll out Dodge
and Commer trucks from here until
this plant was closed in the late 1970s
once Mitsubishi imports were declared
more economical.
The entire factory precinct used to be called
Finsbury, but it is now part of the suburb
named Athol Park.

Chrysler inherited a plant that was a major supplier to the aircraft industry,
built in an industrial precinct just before World War Two to produce
armaments. CAL would later convert this enormous Finsbury site from
aircraft to truck manufacturing.

The classic Forward Look era were
trimmed and finished at Mile End.
Here we see Desotos and Plymouths
on the Trim Line in the late fifties.
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1: A view of the plant back in the late 1960s, as seen from the
eastern side, on Ninth Avenue. Note the D5 Dodge and
Commer trucks in the driveway.
2: Engine assembly at Finsbury.
3: The plant is still there today (GoogleView inset) in 		
Athol Park (the suburb was renamed in the 1970s). 		
Although it looks a little different now with the old press shop
now an officeblock on the front corner on Audley Street.
3

3
1: The main stretch along Scotland Road at Mile End.
2: Mile End operated as a support plant for Keswick. For instance, early Forwardlook models
were tooled out at Mile End before assembly at Keswick.
3. This photo – erroneously labelled “1963 Kesik (sic) Plant #2” – and thus assumed in
previous Torquebacks as a photograph of Maple Avenue at the back of Keswick, we’ve
now discovered is actually 152–156 Railway Terrace at Mile End. Former member
Warren Atkins recalled he used to truck the AP5 bodies from here at Mile End to
Tonsley during the plant transition. The distinctive Whiting & Chambers feed mill
building in the background still exists on Scotland Road, and is now Inghams Feedmills
You can also see the Scotland Road assembly plant in the far background. Perry
Engineering were still using those rail lines crossing Railway Terrace in the 1990s.
4: The famous MegaCuise of 2010 transformed the ghost town of Scotland Road back
to its Mopar heyday. Participants on the cruise arriving late found it hard to find a park,
but didn’t mind, as it became like a guard of honour. With your lights coming on and the
sun setting, it was a simply amazing and unforgettable scene.
4
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Richards Industries

2

mIle end 1928-1965

scotland road
TJR continued its expansion in 1927 by buying a
further plant at Mile End, and in 1930 the Duncan
& Fraser Ltd premises next door.
The eventual 4.45 hectare Scotland Road plant
would house Richards’ second motor body
operation, conveniently close to railway yards. It
was here where they would first assemble trucks
and cars for the Australian market.
The company remained solvent during the
Depression, though there were intermittent
closures at Mile End and a number of layoffs at
Keswick. Despite this, Richards’ remained an
independent manufacturer longer than its rival,
Holden’s. In 1935 Richards’ threatened to move
interstate to avoid excessive taxation and transport
costs, however, reduction of wharfage duties next
year aided them.
Most of the skilled workforce remained when
the firm returned to motor vehicle production at
Keswick and Mile End after World War Two in
1945. The company had been entirely owned

by Australians until June 1951, when Chrysler
Corporation bought a controlling interest and
changed the name to Chrysler Australia Ltd.
CAL as we know it.
Toward the end of 1958 Chrysler Corporation
acquired a 30 percent interest in Simca
Automobiles of France, thus enabling Chrysler
Australia to import and assemble a range of
Simca cars. So bodies for Plymouths, Dodges,
R and S Series Valiants were assembled at Mile
End, as were Simca Arondes – a consequence of
the French manufacturer passed over from Ford
from 1959.
Chrysler Australia is best known, however, for the
Valiant, which was introduced in January 1962.
The Valiant was a sensation – and it arrived at
just the right time. In the early 1960s Chrysler’s
operation had been looking shaky with its range
of big American cars continually losing ground to
the Holden, now GM. Simca sales had tapered
off, and with the release of the Ford Falcon,
Chrysler’s problems became worse.

The response came in early 1961 when
company officials devised a plan to assemble a
US-designed six-cylinder car in Australia. To get
the new model released as soon as possible, the
firm imported just over 1000 US-built R Series
Valiant sedans.
3

These were assembled in the Mile End plant in
Adelaide, and when they hit the showroom floors
in early 1962 the response left no doubt that
Australians were going to fall for the new brand
in a big way.
By the time the R Series went on sale (it sold out
within days) Chrysler had imported a large number
of S Series sedans and local assembly had already
begun. Chrysler assembled 10,000 Valiants in
1962, lifting its registration figures for the year by
146 percent, but the company still could not meet
the demand. This spectacular introduction was the
start of a twenty year story which saw Valiant’s
fortunes snowball for a while and then slide in
dramatic fashion.
A Simca Vedette going through a drying
booth at the paint shop back in the day.
While Chrysler, DeSoto, Plymouth and
Dodge products only ever visited Mile End
intermittently during their birth journey from
Keswick - and later Tonsley Park, CAL’s
‘foreign’ cars were entirely built here, up
until Port Melbourne.

4
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7

The skeleton of a Simca Vedette
coming to life on a rather intimidating
jig. In its day, Mile End was renown
for cutting-edge technology.
Finsbury, then and now...
1: An aerial photograph of the Finsbury precinct at its height, where just as many trucks were being made as cars were at Keswick. Finsbury comprised at least twenty major buildings spread over
more than 50 hectares, bounded by Torrens Road, Carlton Cresecent and Burleigh Avenue.
2: The place was enormous and busy, nothing like the industrial graveyard it seems today. It seems to have suffered the same fate that Lonsdale later did.
3: During World War Two, the Finsbury munitions plant was huge and employed four thousand women, many living in the fibro cottages that were built nearby, later the site of the Finsbury 		
Hostel for refugees and immigrants.
4: Steel presses in the main assembly plant. Finsbury was a hub of material fabrication, linked by rail to the Woodville line, with the Finsbury railway station located where the Al Khali mosque on
Torrens Road is situated today.
5: The interior of the site remains much the same. Just lonelier.
6: Many of the original munitions and automotive factory buildings still stand today, remnants of SA’s golden age of maunfacturing after the second world war.
7: But are now empty and derelict. Some of Chrysler’s neighbours and later occupants included Pope, Email, Clyde Apac, Kelvinator, ROH, and International Harvester.
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Chrysler Australia

2

fInsbury, 1937 - 1978

Cars bound for Keswick did share the early Body Line at Finsbury with the
trucks for a time. Here we see Dodge truck cabins and Plymouth sedans
simultaneously in process during the late 1930s.

Dodge Fargo trucks in the Finsbury yards ready
for export to Indonesia and New Zealand in the late 1940s.

1
4

Airframes being
assembled for the RAAF.

3
7

5

8

Aircraft components being manufactured during World War Two.

A Dodge ATA cab about to meet its chassis
on the Finsbury production line, early 1970s.
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1: Office workers using comptometers (vintage calculators) in the main complex at Keswick, 1935.
2: Today the roof cavity is being peeled away to reveal its former life as a busy car factory. Much
of the old building’s infrastructure remains, simply hidden by a lower ceiling or patching walls.
3: Toolmakers back in the day at Keswick.
4: The original factory’s saw-roof and stone wall, from a back lot facing Maple Avenue.
5: An industrial size hook still hanging above today’s furniture showroom.
6: The gigantic factory furnace.
7: Giant steel beams from which gantries for car bodies once hung.
8: A high-voltage warning sign still remains on an assembly line rail inside the former factory.
9: A Malcolm Moore crane sign, circa 1940.
10: This ‘51 Dodge pickup was a company fleet ute used for delivery during the 1950s.

6
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Chrysler Australia

Chrysler Australia
tonsley park, 1955-1981

keswIck 1913-197O

south road

Panel stamping during the late fifties. The post-war industrial boom at
CAL provided for many new immigrant workers to help make Adelaide
society what it is today.

If Keswick was the seat of the throne of the
old republic, then Tonsley Park was meant to
be the new capital of the empire, throughout a
golden age.

All-Australian Chrysler Royals being finished on the Final Assembly Line at Keswick, 1957.

The 1962 Valiant was slightly dearer than the
equivalent Holden or Falcon models, but it was
bigger and far more powerful. It immediately
won a reputation for being a superior performer
and its popularity led Chrysler into a $36
million expansion plan to build over 50,000
units a year.
Construction of the Tonsley Park manufacturing
plant began in 1963, and by May of that year,
the ‘Australian Valiant’ sedan was introduced.
Purchased by Chrysler Australia in 1955,
the 71 hectare site at the end of South Road
wasn’t productively utilised until 1963 when
it was expanded to include operations from
Keswick, Mile End and Finsbury to provide
for the Valiant AP5. Streamlining future
production was a prime objective.
With the condition of local content increasing
progressively, and a design adapted for local

conditions, this AP5 strengthened the brand’s
position. The Australian Valiant AP5 station
wagon followed in November 1963. In March
1964 the first Valiant was completed at the
new plant, and in April it was announced that
the $36 million expansion program had been
doubled to $72 million.
The mid to late 1960s became halcyon times
for Chrysler Australia and the company could
not satisfy demand despite regular increases
in production. By this time, it was the eleventh
largest company (of any kind) in Australia
and the second largest exporter of cars. 1969
was Chrysler’s best year with 42,654 Valiants
sold. Net profit was a record $7,225,931 and
total Chrysler Australia Ltd sales stood at
66,948 units.
Most people in 1969 thought that Chrysler’s
great automotive success would continue
into the 1970s, but it was not to be. A series
of misfortunes, fuel crises, quality control
problems, and marketing blunders – which
led to unpopular models, saw the Valiant lose
sales during the early 1970s.

Ten years in, Tonsley Park plant was extended
to boost Valiant production to 200 per eighthour shift in the most modern vehicle building
plant in the southern hemisphere. That figure
was soon lifted to 250 per shift, with 200
engines per shift being produced at Lonsdale.
At that time, Chrysler’s market share was
optimistically predicted to rise from 10% to
15% by the end of 1974. Mitsubishi Lancers
(a name borrowed from Dodge) and Galants
replaced the Hillmans and would later be
followed by Sigmas.
The marque then slipped further and further
down the list of best sellers, despite such
trump cards as the mighty Charger sports
coupe. Many problems were sorted out and
the company became the local pioneer of such
features as electronic ignition and computer
aided fuel management. It also produced the
fastest accelerating Australian production car
ever made, the awesome E49 Charger.
But the fightback came too late as public
confidence was down, and with reduced sales
combined with an ailing US parent company,
Continued p39

Then: An evocative photo taken in 1956 of the Tonsley Park site before the any of the original fences and gates
had been taken down. How South Road has changed.

Although the signs of what was once the house of the old throne of the kingdom are
gradually – but stubbornly – fading away, Leader Street is still a mecca for Mopar
cruisers and nostalgics alike. This derelict furniture warehouse was once the engine
workshop long ago, but it still makes for a great photo opportunity today. The CCCSA is
endeavouring to have these famous galv sheets preserved for prosperity.

Hard yakka in the toolroom at Keswick

20

And now: one of the last shots of the Tonsley Park site shortly before Mitsubishi closed in 2008. At its height
during the 1970s, Tonsley Park was a vast state-of-the-art plant, virtually a city in itself.
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TJ RIchards & Sons

keswIck 1913-197O

anzac hIghway

TONSLEY PARK
1955-1981
1. Purchased by Chrysler Australia in 1955, the
71 hectare site at the end of South Road wasn’t
productively utilised until 1963 when it was expanded
to include all of the operations from Keswick, Mile End
and Finsbury into one place – to provide for the
impending arrival of the all-new and completely
indigenous Valiant AP5.
2: Inside the Tools building. In March 1964, the first
AP5 was completed at the new plant, and in April it
was announced that the $36 million expansion
program had been doubled to $72 million, on the back
of the success of this first new Valiant.
3: This illustration from a later prospectus shows us all
the different elements of car production now planned
on the one site. Streamlining all future production
was a prime objective.
1

2

T.J. Richards & Sons, established in 1884,
eventually centralised its growing operation with
new headquarters near the railway line, at what is
today LeCornu’s, in 1916. Originally a horsedrawn
carriage builder, Richards had built their first car
body as early as 1905 in previous premises
at Hindmarsh Square in the city, but their first
Chrysler bodies would appear here in 1928.

a completely new, ground-breaking car called
the Chrysler. This six cylinder model had a
number of engineering refinements, including
four-wheel hydraulic brakes. This Chrysler car
came to Australia during the 1920’s and, in
1935, eighteen independent agents united to
form Chrysler-Dodge-De Soto Distributors
(Australia) Pty Ltd. on the coat-tail of it.

Assisted by tariffs, Richards’ expanded into
this large modern building at Keswick which
occupied about 14 acres (5.7 ha) all under one
roof. In 1922 the works employed 200 hands.

From 1936, the distributors were using their
combined strength to regularly purchase and
market Plymouth, Dodge and De Soto vehicles.
The company then acquired a controlling interest
in T.J. Richards & Sons, which had continued to
be a highly successful body building company
in Adelaide, in competition with Holden’s body
builders since 1922. TJ Richards had been
charged with designing and fitting all of the bodies
required by Chrysler for its Australian market,
and in 1938 Chrysler’s Australian headquarters
were thus transferred here to Adelaide.

By the mid-1920s the firm complained of the
State government’s lack of consideration which,
it claimed, favoured primary producers at the
expense of local manufacturers. But salvation from
the Depression soon would come from abroad.
Walter P. Chrysler, a former railway worker who
had risen to fame working for Buick, had recently
taken over the Maxwell Motor Company which
was heavily in debt. Soon afterwards he bought
the Chalmers company and, in 1924, launched

In 1947 - with Plymouth, Dodge and DeSoto cars
now flowing from the production lines - an even
greater commitment to Chrysler Corporation

was made which resulted in a complete takeover
by Chrysler-Dodge-DeSoto Distributors which
became Chrysler Australia Ltd in 1951.
A vigorous expansion plan followed, and inspired
by the success of Holden, Chrysler Australia
aimed at producing a range of cars and light
commercial vehicles with ninety percent local
content. While this plan was being implemented,
the company continued assembling and partly
manufacturing a range of six cylinder and eight
cylinder Chrysler Royal and Dodge Phoenix
vehicles, based on US designs.
In its heyday, the building extended out to Anzac
Highway, fronted by a huge “Chrysler Dodge
Plymouth DeSoto” art-deco neon sign on the
corner. Chrysler finally sold the site to LeCornu’s
furniture in the late sixties, after they moved Dodge
Phoenix production over to Port Melbourne.
Today all that is left is the iron workshop building
at the back of the furniture store, while the front
has long gone to form the car park at the corner
of Leader Street and Anzac Highway.

With LeCorunu closing, some tentative demolition has already
revealed the original building beneath the shell.
Trying to break free.

3

Chrysler’s tool shop room in 1952.
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chrysler australia limited
Richards Motor Body Builders
keswIck 1915-197O

RICHARDS MOTOR BODY BUILDERS

chrysler dodge
desoto dIstrIbutors
Telltale signs of the Richards Motor Body Builders site at Keswick, now LeCornu’s:
1: Continued expansion required more factory space, so TJ Richards & Sons sold up its original
first two sites in the eastend of the city and moved all of their operations out to Keswick in
1922. The company continued to grow however, later annexing further operations out at Mile
End and Finsbury just before World War Two. By the time Chrysler completely took over
Richards Industries, they would inherit these headquarters at Keswick, the final assembly
plant at Scotland Road, and the site at (today’s) Athol Park where they made aeroplanes and
later, trucks.
2: The fading facade of the old engine shop on Leader Street is the only outward remnant of
Chrysler’s main centre that remains at what is now LeCornu’s warehouse.
3: As the badge (right) says, TJR eventually morphed into Chrysler Dodge DeSoto Distributors,
which was then renamed Chrysler Australia Limited. The Keswick plant was its first new
capital. Sadly, this majestic art-deco frontage as viewed from Anzac Highway was removed...
4: And is now a carpark.

tonsley park, 1955-1981

the funds needed to retool for new models were
no longer available. In retrospect it seems one
major mistake was that Valiant prices were
held back in the late 1960s to meet Holden and
Ford head-on.

A firewall plate from a 1936 Plymouth assembled at Keswick

2

1

Don Feast
Chrysler Australia

When this happened, people seemed to
stop considering the car ‘a cut above’
its opposition. By 1977 Valiant was still
producing a variation of its six year old VH
model. Sales that year slumped to 17,500
units. Nevertheless, South Road was making
good progress in the smaller-car field.
The US parent company had bought into the
vehicle division of the Japanese Mitsubishi
company and in 1971 Chrysler Australia
arranged to assemble Mitsubishi’s Galant
at Tonsley. The Galant wore a Valiant badge

and succeeded brilliantly in Australia, giving
Chrysler the share of the small-car market
it had always failed to win with the Simca
and Hillman.

closed. Former Ford president Lee Iacocca
took charge of the US Chrysler Corporation
during the late 1970s and set in motion some
drastic measures to keep the company afloat.

Chrysler expanded once again, this time to
manufacture the Sigma, a local version of
Mitsubishi’s Japanese Galant model.

These included selling off almost all of
Chrysler’s overseas interests, including the
Australian operation. Ninety-nine percent of the
equity of Chrysler Australia Ltd was acquired by
Mitsubishi, and in October 1980 the name was
changed to Mitsubishi Motors Australia Ltd.

The factory continued producing Valiants
in ever diminishing numbers but with higher
standards of equipment and finish. Small
car sales went from strength to strength and
in 1978 Sigma became the top selling fourcylinder vehicle on the market.
Despite this success, Chrysler Australia Ltd ran
into severe financial problems. And in the US,
the Chrysler Corporation had run into even
harder times and was on the brink of being

The last Valiant, the CM, was produced
in August 1981. And the Sigma was replaced
by the Magna which, alas, died with Mitsubishi
downunder.
Tonsley Park was finally completely vacated
and handed over to the Government of South
Australia on 16 December, 2009.
AP6s on the slat conveyor in 1965.

3

AP5s on the body building
line in 1964.

4

VEs queueing off the
assembly line in 1968.

A giant body transfer hoist lifts a VH shell in 1972.
A CM receiving its undercarriage in 1978.
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HC RICHARDS, CURRIE AND HINDLEY STREETS
1: Eldest son Herbert went out on his own for a while and established his own 		
company fitting bodies to Oakland, Durant, and Cadillac chassis. He first set up
in Currie Street.
2: Before too long the Richards Building had become a landmark, even after 		
Herbert rejoined his father’s business just before World War I to take over
the management of TJ Richards & Sons Ltd. in 1913. Unfortunately, he 		
suddenly died in 1916, leaving his brother Claude to guide the firm through the
Great Depression.

40

3: The Richards Building still survives today, but is now a university office block 		
after being a bank for many years.
4: HC Richards also set up prestigious showrooms around the corner in nearby 		
Hindley Street.
5: Today the building is a somewhat neglected nightclub, after formerly being a 		
cinema for many years during the 1970s and 80s.
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This doublepage spread;
1: Tonsley Park’s admin and engineering next to the cafeteria, 1966.
2: The sad and eerie site that greeted the combined CCCSA/CRCSA History Tour in
2013 – the shell of the Assembly Plant under demolition.
3: CCCSA members officially say goodbye to Tonsley Park at the CAL/MMAL 		
Employees Reunion in the old canteen in April 2013.
4. Tonsley Park’s cafeteria, February 1965. Thousands of employees dined here.
5: VHs emerging from the electro-coat paint tank – the first car body electro-coat system
in Australia – another CAL innovation way ahead of the competition, circa 1972.
6: AP6s waiting to leave at the northwest corner.

1

7: The canyon that was once the mighty Line Zero.

3

8: The Chrysler Football Club, based at Tonsley Park – but also made up of 		
employees from Lonsdale and Finsbury, played Aussie Rules in the social grades of
the SA Football Association (now the Adelaide Footy League) during the 1970s.
9. The old admin building, still wearing it’s Mitsubishi branding.
10. The loading dock at the back of the MAB.

7

Bottom tier: A magnificent 360° panorama of the MAB complex by Mary Heath.

8
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TONSLEY
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HOLDEN & FROST
KING WILLIAM STREET
SA Cheney first put Holden’s on the map by entrusting his early Dodge and Buick contracts
to their innovative organisation. Holden & Frost’s company boomed so much that they
formed a whole new division called Holden’s Motor Body Builders to specialise. Cheney
then would later join them in their eventual direction towards General Motors Holden’s.

4
5

1: The original Holden’s Saddlery was located just next door to the Beehive Corner
(today the corner of Rundle Mall and King William Street) in 1856.
2: The saddlery gained momentum, setting up premises all around Adelaide to build
carriages. This site on Grenfell Street in 1907 is where Cheney’s Dodges would first be
made a decade later.
3: Holden’s Motor Body Builders was then established further south on King William Street
to handle the ever-increasing demand for car building. This staff photo is in 1923.
4: While Cheney sold his Dodges from Waymouth Street, his Dodges were made down
the way on the southern end of King William street (map above).
5: This is a Google Street View of what is there now at 400 King William Street where that
staff photo (in picture 3) was taken.

16
16
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MAIN ASSEMBLY BUILDING, TONSLEY PARK

SA CHENEY,
DODGE DEALER

1

The man who actually first brought Mopar downunder was
a visionary entrepreneur named Sydney Arthur Cheney,
the first official Dodge agent in Oz.
SA as he was known, had been a hotshot salesman of Model Ts
for the Duncan & Fraser auto importer, before going out on his own
when he heard that the Dodge Brothers had left Ford and were
going to make their own car. He landed the Dodge rights in 1914
and set up the Cheney Motor Company which would eventually
become the successful Waymouth Motors until 1955, although
Cheney would leave before then to sell Chevrolet. With World War
One breaking out, trade embargoes only permitted the importing of
a running chassis. So Cheney contacted Edward Holden of
the Holden & Frost saddlery to knockdown Dodge and Buick
chassis for him. So yes, the first Dodges were in fact actually
made by Holden’s, and not TJ Richards as is commonly mistaken.
1: Cheney set up business at what was once Reid’s Stables
on the corner of Topham and Waymouth Streets.

2

2: GoogleMaps sites this stretch of street as 42-48 Waymouth
Street, where the Cheney Motor Company once first stood.
3: Cheney sold his shares out of what became the powerful Waymouth
Motors all around Adelaide, and moved on from Mopar once the modern
Chrysler had formed, which selected TJ Richards as it’s rep in Australia.

3
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(Left) Designing bodies for the new chassis at
Hindmarsh Square, circa 1920.

Family Album

tonsley Park cal products
With the newly invented motor car increasing
in popularity, TJR moved to bigger premises
in the city in 1912 to build bodies in greater
numbers at Hindmarsh Square.

VALIANT

(Below) Fixing of panels onto body frames
at Hindmarsh Square, circa 1922.

(Below) Demand continued to steadily increase, and by 1921 TJR had to
move yet again to even larger premises on the corner of Bay Road (later
renamed Anzac Highway after 1923) and Leader Street at Keswick.

Excerpt from the Real Estate section of The Register (Adelaide newspaper 1901-1929) dated Thursday 20 May, 1920

14
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TJ Richards

Family Album

HYDE STREET

tonsley Park cal products

VALIANT

The ‘King of the Road’ sulky horsecoach
started it all for TJ Richards.

VIP / Chrysler by chrysler

Skilled craftsmen making timber bodyframes on jigs.

dodge phoenIx

Richards’ paint and varnish shop, 1922.

Cars destined locally were finished
almost ready for the road.
This beautiful Dodge rod is actually quite a treasure of Australian Chrysler history...

1980-81 CM Valiant
centura

Long before any
Valiant badge...
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(Left) The northwest corner of Hindmarsh Square was the automotive precinct in
Adelaide in 1906. This would’ve been the view across the street from TJR (front left).

Family Album

tonsley Park cal products
Tobias J Richards (left)
Walter P. Chrysler (centre)
Herbert C Richards (right)
valIant galant / Dodge colt

galant

(Below)
A staff photo taken most likely at the rear entrance in
Hyde Street and what it looks like today (right).

sIgma

sIgma Ge

Y LTD 1881-1920s

Hillman

galant

(Above, centre-right and bottom-right)
Views of the workshop at Hindmarsh Square.

12
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Chrysler Australia
lonsdale, 1967-198O

chrIstIe road
In 1967 Chrysler opened the Lonsdale engine
plant to meet Commonwealth government local
content requirements, as the company gained
third place in the national sales chart with 13.5
per cent of the new vehicle market. By that
year Chrysler had gained control of Rootes
Group, acquiring its Port Melbourne plant, and
was producing Hillman Minx, Gazelle and Imp
cars, soon followed by the Hunter, Hustler and
the Humber Super Snipe.
Despite CAL kicking off in Victoria, the demand
for local content just kept rising in leaps and
bounds. It went from 1962’s minor assembly
work on the R and S Series to 65 per cent in
1965 and an average of 95 per cent in 1967.

By that year some models had as much as 97
per cent local content.
The Lonsdale plant was properly finished in
1969 at a cost of $60 million and tooled up
specifically for the impending arrival of the
all-Australian 245 Hemi 6 cylinder.
This modern, lightweight engine replaced the
venerable Slant Six in the new VG model,
introduced in 1970 – increasing local content,
although the 225 continued to be built for export
vehicles and trucks for a few more years.
V8 engine components were also imported
from Canada or Mexico and ‘built up’ here too.
Even towards the end of Chrysler Australia’s

time, the Lonsdale foundry continued to
produce aluminium and iron castings and
assembled the Mitsubishi Magna V6 engines
right up to 1980.
Today, if you take the Southern Expressway
to Christie Road, Lonsdale, you can park
within sight of the 1,150,000 square feet
Lonsdale engine plant and still see the
fading giant letters of Chrysler Australia
Limited along the factory roofline, from
across the Impound yards behind the
cyclone fencing. Today, Lonsdale (known as
the Southlink Industrial Park) is a lonely and
silent empty place.
The main south gates are quite eerie...

(Above) Entry to Southlink Industrial Park, the former Mitsubishi
Lonsdale engine plant. The Adelaide suburb of Lonsdale
is a graveyard of Australian manufacturing – home of the
abandoned Mitsubishi (formerly Chrysler) engine plant,
Mobil’s mothballed Port Stanvac Refinery and the ill-fated
Desalination Plant now mysteriously still onhold.

This Fire Survey from 1901 (above) shows the Richards
workshops and stores about to spread throughout the entire block
fronting the parklands of Hindmarsh Square. To compare
with a modern GoogleMaps figure (top right).
(Centre right) The back corner of the block, as seen from the
south, from Pirie Street with Hyde Street behind. Roughly
where those bins are was where TJR’s yards once were.
(Above) Finished Hemis wrapped and sealed in plastic,
all ready to go. Gonna need a bigger xmas tree!
(Left) Hemis being assembled at Lonsdale in late 1971.
Note the 318 at the front of the line.
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(Bottom right) View of the Pirie Street and Hindmarsh Square corner.
As the Fire Survey suggests, a Hindmarsh Hotel used to stand on
this corner before TJR took over the whole building for many years.
Today it is a dental consultancy and radio station.

11

Below, marked in red, a GoogleSatellite view shows where the factory was at Hindmarsh Square, lower-left of the picture (north) with
Hyde Street behind it (west) bottom-left. To the upper right is where TJR’s showrooms approximately were on Pulteney Street, next block over (southeast).

2

1
3

Despite the old man finally
retiring, TJ Richards &
Sons – now managed by his
sons Herbert and Claude –
continued to grow, now well
established at the new premises
on the junction of Pirie Street,
Hindmarsh Square and Hyde
Street. They would soon occupy
the entire block and be forced to
look for even bigger premises,
in the new industrial precinct
subdividing out west on the
Bay Road (now called Anzac
Highway) at Keswick in 1917.

4

5

Right: View of the main factory
from Hindmarsh Square. The
service road to the right of this
picture no longer exists, with
the block today continuing
north (right) towards
modern-day Grenfell Street.

6

Below: The same view as the old
photo (with the corner roughly
at the same angle) as seen by
GoogleMaps ‘ street view today.

Building Maxwell cars
here would one day
eventually lead
TJR to Chrysler.

10

1: The Daredevils stunt team line up outside the Lonsdale plant which was properly 		 6: Our very own Roger Caroll (left) back in the day!
finished in 1969 at a cost of $60 million and tooled up specifically for the impending 		 7: There is an urban myth that warranty motors deemed too hard to deal with were once 		
arrival of the all-Australian Hemi 6 cylinder. (Inset) Today, the road into the Lonsdale
simply sledgehammered and tossed over the back fence. There is also another legend 		
site has been appropriately renamed Chrysler Road.
that many rejected Hemis became the coral on the breakwater off Port Stanvac. But none
of these tales have ever been verified. Indeed, former workers at the Lonsdale foundry
2: The Core room of the Lonsdale foundry
have vehemently testified that nothing was ever wasted. Engines that failed or weren’t 		
3: Shades of a distant past. The giant fading letters on the roofline of what was once the 		
up to spec were stripped of the nonferrous parts and put back through the furnace to
Lonsdale engine plant as seen from Christie Road today. The yards are now a police 		
make more parts. Tom Carlin recalls seeing stacks of engines along the Lonsdale 		
impound lot.
trainline waiting to be smelted back down. CAL workers (particularly at Lonsdale) took 		
great pride in their work, and the company did acknowledge it – like this 10 Years 		
4: The northern side of the plant.
Service trophy presented to Z. Mizerski in 1977.
5: The front facade of the Lonsdale plant.
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Chrysler Australia

TJ Richards

lonsdale, 1967-198O

pulteney street and hIndmarsh square

Into the cIty
While some remote corners of
the complex are still transiently
occupied by small engineering
firms, much of the mighty southern
expanse of the Lonsdale site is
virtually a ghost town today. It’s
surreal to fathom how busy a place
this once was back in the day.

In the late 1890s, TJ Richards & Sons continued to grow, and ultimately was forced to expand into the city to build more carriages,
then bicycles, and then cars. As the motor vehicle became a viable form of transport in Australia the company moved more into
acting as agents for various car marques such as Dixi and Studebaker. A second site was set up at 95-99 Pulteney Street, which later
became a showrooms to service the eventual factory site set up just across the parkway at Hindmarsh Square in 1900.

origins
Engine blocks and components are
cast in the foundry before passing
to the machining shops, After
assembly each engine is “hot tested”
and thoroughly inspected before
shipment to Tonsley Park.

TJ RIchards first set up a second workshop in town along Pulteneney Street, although he soon ran out of room once his sons joined him – and he often had to
reveal his coaches (and indeed their first 1915 Ford Roadster soon after) in the front exhibition room of the corner pub. So he built a bigger factory over the parkway
and converted this first workshop into his own showrooms. Apart from the Hotel Orient – today a Backpackers Oz (below right), none of these structures remain.

Left: There is little if any evidence of the first city workshop left, probably as those
street numbers are no longer clear (Pulteney Street was originally two streets,
with the southern stretch once called Hanson Street) but it is believed to have
been close to the modern Pulteney street and Wakefield Street intersection. This
photo (left) from 1946 of a taxi garage is most likely what became of the site after
TJ Richards moved his entire operation out of the city to Keswick in 1920.

An Aronde hanging in a
body-drop at the Mile End
engineshop. But not for long.

Below: It was somewhere here. GoogleMaps sites this stretch of Pulteney Street
as ‘approximately’ 95 to 99 Pulteney Street. Indeed the third (from the left of
picture) of the three central shopfronts (the Mr Dishwasher store) appears to be
built upon the Commercial Bank structure on the far right of the old photograph,
left. So where the taxi garage probably stood is roughly markered in.

With the arrival of a new
Valiant range in the late 60s,
all production of motors was
shifted to and concentrated
at more specialised facilities
down at Lonsdale.

Another sign the CCCSA is lobbying to preserve, this will probably be painted over one day. But just like the Keswick letters,
for now the Lonsdale factory roof still carries this giant fingerprint – a memorial to the glorydays of our marque.
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LONSDALE FOUNDRY

TJ Richards

lower mItcham

In the BegInnIng...
Tobias John Martin Richards (1850-1939) first started out as a cordial maker at Gawler, but eventually he would get into buggies and
cars around the 1890s, and his son Herbert would expand the company to one day eventually become Chrysler Australia Limited.
Trading at suburban Unley as a blacksmith from 1855, TJ Richards started making horse-drawn carriage hardware and fitting out coaches. From
this he soon became one of the first recognised wagon builders in South Australia. The first vehicle of any description he designed would be the
King of the Road sulky. By 1885 his smithshop was flourishing and outgrew larger quarters at 34 Price Avenue, West Mitcham – where he set up
as TJ Richards & Co., Wheel Wright & Coach Builder until around 1899.
In 1885 Richards opened a second premises, a small coachbuilding shop in Pulteney Street, Adelaide which would later become his showrooms.
Expansion accelerated and from 1901, Richards was building carriages and buggies at West (today Lower) Mitcham, as well as at a whole new
factory nearby at Hindmarsh Square across the park in the city. In 1913 the enterprise, renamed TJ Richards & Sons, began manufacturing
motorcar bodies, with Tobias recruiting his sons’ assistance. Although the 1908 Model T had already been imported to Australia by ship in the
east, this was a pioneer firm in native auto manufacturing in South Australia, pre-dating rival Holden’s by four years in building bodies.
The fledgling TJ Richards
& Sons, circa 1885. From
a humble blacksmith shop
in a paddock at West
Mitcham, TJ Richards
would one day become
renown horsedrawn
carriage makers – and
eventually, coach builders.

LONSDALE MACHINE SHOP
TJR quickly became one of the
largest makers of horsedrawn
carriages in the country, shipped all
over Australia by rail. The loading
of railcars with mass orders like
this soon became a common sight
at the Mitcham Railway Station,
strategically just over the road,
between 1891 and 1914.
Later expansion to
the city became an
urgent necessity.

The original site at what is now 34 Price
Avenue, Lower Mitcham, is today a quiet
suburban street. If you’re out cruising these
historic sites, please respect the privacy of
the residents.

8
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homeland
hISTORIC SITES

CITY to MALLALA MOTORSPORT PARK: 59km (~52 minutes)
CITY to NATIONAL MOTOR MUSEUM, BIRDWOOD: 44.2km (~53 minutes)

MALLALA

Shine by

Wheels by

Visit meguiars.com.au

Visit americanlegendwheels.com

ELIZABETH

BIRDWOOD
WOODVILLE
FINSBURY
MILE END KESWICK
TONSLEY PARK

LONSDALE
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• Automotive Repairs
• Servicing
• All Makes & Models
• Classic to Late Model Vehicles
• Performance Vehicles

24 Donegal Road
Lonsdale SA 5160
Phone Andy
(08) 8326 1711
0408 821 608

A.P.R. REMOVALS
A N D

S T O R A G E

Peter Karapetis
0417 819 451
AH (08) 8373 1388
Over 17 Years Experience
•Antiques and Storage A Specialty
•Houses •Flats •Units •Offices •Schools

6
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magic cauldron

tonsley dIstrICT; renewal sa

and now a new BegInnIng...
Tonsley brings together leading-edge research and education institutions, established businesses and start-ups, business
incubators and accelerators, plus government and the wider community to connect and collaborate in Australia’s first innovation
district. Renewal SA is managing the physical delivery of the Tonsley project, including infrastructure works such as roads, services,
public realm and the creation of high-value manufacturing and commercial allotments for sale to the private market. The mixed-use
district will support the transformation of South Australia’s manufacturing industry by providing a high quality, people-focused and
knowledge-driven environment.
High-value manufacturing industries have been specifically considered
in the planning of Tonsley.

The suburb of Tonsley is officially created in early 2017 in recognition of
its long and proud history of agriculture, manufacturing and innovation.

These include:
• health, medical devices and assistive technologies
• clean tech and renewable energy
• software and simulation
• mining and energy services.

Tonsley is one of the first districts to have access to GigCity, which
provides tenants with affordable internet up to 100 times faster than
the national average.

Since construction began in 2012, Tonsley has been progressing
well as a vibrant, dynamic community of like-minded businesses that
will shape a knowledge-based industrial future together. Stage 1 civil
construction was completed in January 2014. Stage 2 civil construction
including the ring road and South Road entrance was completed in
February 2015.
TAFE SA‘s Sustainable Industries Education Centre (SIEC) was
opened on 28 January 2014 with over 800 students per day on campus.
Re-roofing of five hectares of the Main Assembly Building (MAB) was
completed in June 2014.
Tonsley was awarded a 6 Star Green Star accreditation by the Green
Building Council of Australia (GBCA) in July 2014.
Construction on the Plaza Urban Forest was finished in November
2014, with the Central Forest completed in February 2015.
The retail precinct and Town Square was completed and Three Little
Pods Café and Sakura Sushi opened on 16 February 2015.
Flinders University’s $120 million Computer Science, Engineering
and Mathematics School opened in February 2015.

New tenancies have been completed in the Main Assembly Building
(MAB), including premises for industrial automation specialist SAGE
Automation, as well as Hegs Australia, Catalyst Cloud Solutions,
Phoenix Contact, A220 and Squash SA.
The MAB has demonstrated it has an important civic role to play for the
southern suburbs by hosting several large scale community events.
Between October 2016 and October 2017, the Maker Faire, Science
Alive, the New Venture Institute’s Icebreaker16 and Hybrid World
Adelaide, as well as a range of other events attracted a combined
attendance of over 20,000 visitors to Tonsley.

Project targets
The next series of targets for Tonsley are:
• Main Assembly Building tenants
More tenancies to be leased and constructed in the MAB. At 		
October 2017, approximately 40 per cent is leased with another 20%
in formal negotiations with potential tenants.

Construction was completed on the Siemens Turbomachinery
Workshop facility in April 2015.

• Retail
A new retail development on the western side of Tonsley.

The Premier of South Australia officially opened the $32 million State
Drill Core Reference Library on 19 February 2016.

• Land sales and residential construction
The sale of freehold land around the site.
Residential precinct construction is targeted to commence early 		
2018, which will see around 850 dwellings with 1,200 residents 		
delivered over seven years.

Major works on the $620 million Darlington Upgrade Project commenced
April 2016, to deliver a non-stop connection between Tonsley and the
Southern Expressway.
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In March 2017, there were over 1,000 people employed at Tonsley
– more than when Mitsubishi formally announced its closure of
manufacturing operations at the site in 2016.

5

the car-line

presIdent's rePORT

More than likely this will be a one-off event as
the Tonsley District is rapidly filling with tenants.
That’s a reason to celebrate as a once thriving
factory will continue to exist as a manufacturing
and industry hub – yes we don’t make cars any
more, but take a look around while you are here
and see that it’s not all gloom and doom.
In staging this year’s Festival, the organising
committee faced logistical challenges and had
two major goals in mind – to utilise the space
at Tonsley and to make running the event as
simple as possible so that everyone might enjoy a
casual, social day.
Welcome to the 2018 Shannons Adelaide
Chrysler Festival, All Chrysler Day. Greetings to
those of you who have travelled from interstate to
join us on this weekend of celebrating our passion
for Chrysler products. Welcome to Adelaide and
Tonsley, we hope you enjoy your stay.

We challenged ourselves to think outside the
constraints of how All Chrysler Day has been run
in the past – how could we make it free? Staging
ACD is not cheap. Each year over $10K goes into
venue hire, trophies and infrastructure such as
porta-loos and marquees.

This year’s All Chrysler Day is special and
different. The planets have aligned and delivered
us a unique opportunity to display our vehicles
under the roof of the plant where they were
manufactured and assembled.

Tonsley naturally provides that infrastructure and
Renewal SA have very kindly allowed us to use
the space at no cost. By doing away with trophies
and judging we’ve effectively neutralised all our
major costs for the event.

Between that and the support we have received
from Shannons as naming rights sponsor, and
our other event sponsors, we have been able to
simplify the event and make it free for everyone.
Plus, our hard working organising team will also
now get time to look at all your wonderful cars
on display.
Our esteemed editor Dave Heinrich wasn’t in
la-la land after all when he suggested the show
could be like this!
Speaking of the team, events like this don’t
happen without much planning and discussion. I’d
particularly like to thank the Shannons Adelaide
Chrysler Festival organising committee –
whose names are listed on the inside cover of this
booklet, for the hours of effort that has been put
into making this weekend a reality.
So, please enjoy the show, check out the
cars, marvel at what the old Chrysler factory
has become and most of all, have a relaxed
casual day. Welcome home!
– Iain

thankyou and welcome

ALBURY WODONGA
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bear metal
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edItors

G’day, welcome to Adelaide. Welcome to Tonsley
Park. Welcome home.
Welcome to history and innovation.
And welcome to a very special EXTRA edition of
Torqueback – the official magazine of the Chrysler
Car Club of South Australia – that actually isn’t an
edition of Torqueback, as the title Back To Tonsley
suggests. Usually, Torqueback is only available to
members as part of their membership subscription,
but the CCCSA decided that we would produce this
souvenir magazine for All Chrysler Day as part of
the 2018 Adelaide Chrysler Festival weekend.
It’s a very unusual All Chrysler Day too. Rather
than a traditional carshow with trophy judging and
attractions, this is an open day – with free admission
for entrants, swapmeeters and spectators alike, to
come and go as they please. There’s no restrictions.
Three years ago everybody thought I was crazy
when I said at a monthly meeting “why don’t we
just have a more casual and open show with no
major organisation or infrastructure – more like
the MegaCruise.” Well, it seems I finally got my wish
(so I hope it works!). A lot of folks (including myself)
also initially doubted the dream of Hugh Mortimer
when he began lobbying for the CCCSA to hold All
Chrysler Day at Tonsley Park. But then after holding
a very successful Historic Registration Day there
in June as a trial, the momentum swung and really
gathered. You were right, Hugh. Thanks mate.
So 2018 is a unique one-off event, once in a lifetime.
The Tonsley Park precinct is about to evolve into a
new education and technology business district, so
soon the last fading signs of the giant factory where
many of our beloved Mopars were once made will
all but disappear. If you’re reading this now, you
probably realise this and the club is grateful and
honoured that you have come back to join us in
saying one last sweet goodbye. I hope you enjoy this
magazine as a keepsake of your own pilgrimage and
a record of your participation in this one big last party
back home. To celebrate the history that’s gone
before and hopefully the innovation to come.
It’s a weekend of both great happiness and pride,
mixed with sadness and regret. Chrysler folks have
already hurt when Mitsubishi closed Tonsley back
in 2006. But with the recent close of Holden’s in
October 2017, South Oz – indeed the whole country
– is reeling from the final and ultimate demise of the
automotive manufacturing industry.
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report

Part of our national identity has been lost. Our
country is one of few towns and cities with
enormous distances to travel between them...
yet our government shuts down our motor vehicle
industry? From one of just 13 countries in the
world capable of building a car from the ground
up, Australia’s 90-year history of assembling and
building autos has come to an abrupt end.
Australian car makers for decades have provided
large family cars built for the tough Aussie
conditions better than anyone else. And we have
loved them and turned them into street machines.
As Bob Kotmel said on the Street Machine
website back in March,
“If I had a magic wand that worked, I’d combine
both the Ford and Holden plants and bring out a
Folden. And if you threw Toyota into the mix and
combined the three plants it could be a Foldota.
I’d choose the best and most reliable components
from the three manufacturers and combine them
to make one large family sedan, ute, station wagon
and SUV. They would be budget-built standard
vehicles designed to be super-reliable, fuelefficient and low-maintenance to suit Australian
conditions. If you wanted more power or custom
paint or what have you, that would be available
from aftermarket providers, which would provide
jobs for mechanics and spray painters, etc.
I’d also take a leaf out of Harley-Davidson’s book and
ask the current employees for ideas and suggestions
on how to improve the plant or product, and give
them the opportunity to participate in the company
bonus scheme like Willie G did. It helped turn the
company around.”
Well, a single company would have a lean and
mean hierarchy. More muscle, less fat.
I’m not a politician or an economist, but I’m struggling
to get my head around the free trade deal that our
government has in place. Could the prime minister
have protected our car manufacturing industry with
tariffs instead of subsidising them with taxpayers’
money? Would introducing tax incentives to buy
and use locally built cars for business purposes,
like rental or taxi companies, have helped? Would
that have defended us against the cheaper “slave”
labour in developing Asian countries anyway?
All I know is it’s a bloody tragedy what’s happened
to our nation’s manufacturing sector. People can fire
off on social media or arc up over a beer, thinking

they know the secret to how this all happened –
but it really was death by a thousand cuts. Whether
you vote Labor or Liberal; it’s almost treason not to
have an Australian car manufacturer.
I’d hope and expect that most of our politicians get
elected with the intention of doing the best they can
for Australia. That they do want to make a difference
that provides us with a good place to live and a future
for our kids. But I think some lose sight of what’s
best for the country and get made to follow party
lines. And then they can only ever see as far as the
next election or their retirement after politics. These
short-sighted quick fixes are not the answer. Look at
power prices and the National Broadband Network.
Man, I don’t care whose fault it is. Just fix it. And
fix it properly!
So what can we do? Is there any hope for the future?
Well, you can tell me to get my hand off it, but
maybe the only thing we can do is hope that the
spirit of Tonsley will prevail. That this place will
somehow create some more other history and
innovation in the future.
It may be an electric driverless car. It might even be
a cure for cancer. Who knows. Anything...
Something. Once again.
If you think I’m too romantic, then why are you here?
Gotcha.
I’ll be the one in the grey hippo with a white roof.
Cheers,
Dave H
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Back toTonsley
2o18 shannons ADELAIDE CHRYSLER FESTIVAL
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Adelaide’s Largest Chrysler, Jeep & Dodge Dealer
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Introducing the reborn Chrysler 300. With a bold new face, smooth handling and a luxurious interior with
7-airbags, a reverse camera and an 8.4-inch colour touchscreen, travel life’s journey in style and comfort.
The Chrysler 300 isn’t just for anyone. It’s for the driven. Discover more at adrianbrienjeep.com.au
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Enquiries

Regular - $40.00 per year (& quarterly magazine)
Historic Registration - $50 per year (& quarterly magazine)

Club Mobile

0412 426 360
www.cccsa.net.au
facebook/
chryslercarclubofsa

RRP $20.00AUD

DISCLAIMER
Chrysler, Jeep®, Dodge and Mopar are registered trademarks of FCA LLC and are used with permission by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia.

Corner of 1305 South Rd & 1 Ayliffes Road, ST MARYS Phone 8374 5444
Rick McLoughlin - 0400 273 699 | Alan Anderson - 0451 972 212
adrianbrienjeep.com.au

Torqueback is not a commercial publication and is only published in good faith as a newsletter for a not-for-profit organisation.
The mention of companies, products or services, and the inclusion of advertisements in this magazine does not immediately
imply any automatic endorsement by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia or its editorial team. The CCCSA accepts no liability
for any misfortune or dissatisfaction resulting from any sponsor’s disservice, or any misleading information, errors or omissions herein.

LVD173. Chrysler is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC. AB1094

The opinions expressed in Torqueback are not necessarily the views of the CCCSA, only of the individual volunteer contributors.
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offIcIal
offIcIal souvenIr
souvenIr program
program of
of the
the 2o18
2o18 shannons
shannons AdelaIde
AdelaIde Chrysler
Chrysler FestIval
FestIval

The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment no one understands it better than Shannons.
When it comes to insurance for your special car, daily
drive, bike or your home, there’s only one person you
should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at Shannons. You
can even pay your premium monthly at no additional
cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS
CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer.
Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.

History & Innovation

